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Took $150,000 From Mutual
Life as Salary.
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Farmers Fall Out.
Frank Wilcox and George Ayers,
THE PROMISEE) STEEL WHEEL PLEA OF NOT GUILTY OF THE
Strychnine by Mistake.
BEEF CONSPIRATORS
of the Mazon's Mill .section of the
FACTORY WILL NOT BE
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 7.—Mrs. MarENTERED.
county, were arrested yesterday by
BUILT HERE.
tie Simms, the young wife ti a farmConstable Bert Jones on the &large
el: living near New Haven, took
of
using profane language to‘ards
in
strychnine by mistake and died
agony. Besides her husband she Promoters Did Not Properly Esti- Government Officials Are Delighted each other. Ayers paid a fine of $10 COMPANY MANAGED TOO
WOMAN ASSAIYANT
to Justice Young yesterday, while
Regarding Action As Indicating
mate Amount of Capital Needed
leaves two children.
AS A FAMILY AFFAIR.
IS NEAR JUSTICE
Wilcox's case goes to trial tomorrow.
Confeseed Guit.
Therefore Matter Abandoned.
Held Without Bail,
Glass Snatcher.
Stanford, Ky., Oct. 7.—R. E. Lee
police have not yet succeed- Use of Money on Checks Can Not
The
Engineer Recognized for Heroic Per- Sims, who shot and killed John R.
Sec. D. W. Coons, of the CommerChicago, Oct. 7.—Demurring to
FriBe Explained and Some Checks
- formance of Duty in the Face
Farris, the horseman, on the streets oial club, returned yesterday morning nine counts, pleas of not guilty on ed in capturing the negro who
par of opera
the
night
snatched
day
Are Lost.
of Danger.
a few days ago, has been held with- from a business trip to Chicago and one count were entered by seventeen
Miss Ella
of
the
glasses
hands
from
out bond.
Cincinnati in regard to the proposed men and five corporations, indicted
Sanders at Ninth and Monroe streets.
establishment of the factory in Pa- on charges of conspiracy to monopoHe thought it was a purse, and jerk- SCANDALOUS ADMISSIONS
ACCIFOUR MORE BAKINGS.
YOUNG WOMAN
ducah for the manufacture of metal lize the meat business. The demur- ing
same from her hand, dashed off
OF MISMANAGEMENT.
vehicle wheels, and President Decker rers are general, and charge ambigui- in
DENTALLY KILLS HERSELF.
the darkness out Monroe.
Will Be Held at the Rhodes-Burford called the board of directors in a ty, vagueness, uncertainty and indefiEstablishment.
special meeting at It o'clock at their fitness against seven of the counts.
Not Yet Caught.
New York, Oct. 7.—Closing a week,
headquarters for the purpose of hear- Allegations are made that double
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 7.—The assasMayfield is that Harry
from
Word
Tomorrow the Ladies Aid society ing the secretary's final report on charges are
in two of the Blake, colored, had not yet been every day of which has produced a
contained
sination of Jack Bolin, a barber in
of the Third Street Methodist church
sensation that has stirred the counhis shop here has caused the deepest will have charge of the baking' at the wheel matter. It has developed remaining counts.
captured by the authorities. He is
upon more thorough investigation
to which the plea the negro boy who killed his sweet- try, the special legislative committee
count,
first
The
indignation throughout Bell county.
the Rhodes-Burford establishment on
At a public meeting the cheapness f North Fourth street, while Tuesday that the wheel company which was of not guilty is entered, contains the heart,
Hattie Boatwright Friday investigating the methods of the inproposing to start their enterprise in following allegations:
surance companies adjourned today
human life in this community
out
at that city.
night
the Ladies Missionary society of the 'Paducah wit,.a cash capital of $25,arto
until Tuesday next week. While othcase
endid
this
unlawfully
"The defendants
deplored and strict justice in
First Baptist church will have charge. have most likely under estimated the.
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weeks of the hearing have had
of
restraint
in
conspiracy
a
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gage
urged.
Fight.
A
Had
Wednesday the Temple Isreal church amount of money that in alb probatrade and commerce among the sevMattie Pepper and Dora Pizer, sensations, no previous week has had
J. M. Ball, who has been indicted ladies will be there, while Thursday
bility would be necessary to get their eral states of the United States, and colored, were arrested by Officers a sensation everyday as the one that
charged with the crime, was a candi- the baking* close with the ladies ,of
on a paying basis, while
enterprise
republidignity of the Johnson and Hessian on the charge was concluded with yesterday's sesdate for sheriff at the recent
the Home of the Friendless in charge. theer seems to be on question but against the peace and
sion.
trouhad
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to the of fighting each, other.
contrary
and
and
United
States,
He
can primary.
what the metal vehicle wheel is the form of the statute of the same in
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for all vehicles and
coming
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devetopmerie tame when Mr.
sational
latter
The
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provided."
and
Just
made
pistol
Drunk.
-drawing a
Doss Little, white, was arrested that the trade generally would wel- such case
Officers Cross and Terrell yester- Hughes demanded the payroll of the
. tment then alleges the defendwas shot three times through the and locked up by Officers Ceres ana come a good metal wheel. The sec- itutre
had control of 6o per cent, of day arrested F. S. Art on the charge executive officers of the company.
seteen door of the shop. There ere Terrell early this morning on the retary reported that in his opinion,
This was produced and showed the
above described. Com- of being drunk.
busiogse
the
said to have been several eye wit- charge of being drunk
formed by taring with a number of
salaries of these officers since 1877.•
dethe
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nesses.
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preventing
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by
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supply
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ket, which most likely wild necesident $103,0o0 and the general manager
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Delphie Club.
approaching event, and wish them SCHOOL ATTENDANCE PAST
The literary ladies composing the much happiness.
MONTH SHOWS DECLINE
Delphic club, of this city, have re4
,4Wset-e"*.
FROM LAST YEAR.
sumed their meetings for this fall and Revolutionary Daughters.
winter, the first being last Tuesday
The first meeting of the fall by the
morning at the Carnegie library on Daughters of the American RevoluSupt. Lieb to Go to Benton as WitNinth and Broadway. The study to tion was held Thursday afternoon at
ness in Holland Case—Literary
be pursued by the ladies this sea- the home of Mks. Bettie Buckner of
Class, Etc.
son is "The Women of France, and Eighth and Jefferson streets, and the
-NOP
-41110
Their Influence in Their Time."
resumption oi these pleasant gatherMrs. Alonzo Meyers presented an ings was a source of much delight to
Supt. Lieb, of the public school,
able paper on "The Conditions of the ladies. Opening quotations were
France During the Reight of Louis given from Benjamin Franklin, while yesterday got his report in from the
principals of each building over the
.VII, and his Successor", while Mrs. many good papers and reports
were city, showing the
number of pupils
John G. Miller reported on "Eleanor discussed during the afterno
on. Miss enrolled for the first
scholastic month
Aquitane as Queen of France and Emily Morrow present
ed "October which closed last
Friday afternoon
England."
History in The Revolution" and it
when the buildings dismissed. There
The club consists of the leading was very entertaining,
while a clever are four weeks to the
literary ladies of the city, about thir- talk
school month,
was made by Mrs. H. S. Wells. and Friday
ended that period for the
ty in number, who have ()fitters of
During the gathering some excel- schools
.
Mrs. Robert B. Phillips, president; lent musical
e numbers were rendered
The statements of yesterday showMrs. :klluscoe Burnett, vice president,
by Mrs. David M. Flournoy and MTS. ed that the
total number enrolled for
and Mrs. Mary Mocquot Watson,
George B. Hart, while a several the
--sir
11111
4441S PM Off
white schools this month just
secretary and treasurer.
(elk !OKA
course luncheon was served.
past,
is
2.331,
as
against
2,219 last
it4C-#-Mst
In helping to raise money to buy year, while
for the colored it is 833
Sans Souci Club.
the silver service set for the gunboat this year,
as against 911 last year.
Delightfulay charming and enter- Paducah, the ladies will give some
The average daily belonging this
taining was the first season meeting character of enterta
inment, and the' year is 2,024 white
as against 1.978
of the Sans Souci club with Mrs. committee to arrange
for this is for 1904, while it
SELLERS OF SHOES AND SATISFACTION.
is 721 colored, as
Hughes McKnight Firday &fternoon Mesdames Charles K. Wheele
321 BROADWAY
r, Eli , against a little less
last year. This
at her home in Arcadia.
Boone, Bettie Buckner, Leslie Soule. mates
a total daily belonging this
Many of the members were present,
Mrs. Wells, the chapter regent, year of
2,8o against 2,732 last year.
•
and during the game at cards Miss was named .as the delegat
e to the
Minnie Terrell captured the club national gathering of Revolutionary By this it is shown the belonging, and
enrollment during the month just
prize, Mrs. Harris Rankin the lone Daughters.
gone by, was somewhat of an increase
hand gift, and Mrs. Mitt Cope the
as compared with 1904. Superintendvisitor's trophy.
Mrs. Tandy's Tea.
ent Lieb finds the increase is mostly
Quite dainty and delicious was the
The Frankfort Journal says: The
course luncheon which followed the County club's ball room and veranda boys and not among the girls, as
there are only 18 more of the "latter JUDGE
LIGHTFOOT
NAMES
game.
resembled a huge kleidoscope Thursenrolled this year than there were
S. J. BILLINGTON COUNTY
day afternoon, for the toilettes of
the 1st scholastic session.
SUPERINTENDENT.
OUR LARGE AND WELL LIGHTED
C.arney-Cassell.
some hundred and fifty beautifully
CLOAK ROOM IS TRULY
CROWDED TO OVERFLOWING WITH
Mrs. Margaret Carney announce; gowned women gathered to take
EVERY
DESIRABLE.
Goes To Benton.
STYLE OF THIS SEASON'S CLOAKS
the marriage of her daughter, Miss "tea" with Mks. H. G. Tandy put to
AND
SUITS
.
NEVER BESupt.
Lieb
leaves
tomorrow for Great Arrangements Being Made For FORE HAVE WE SPPOWN
Elizabeth, to Mk. J. Evan Cassell, the shame even these miA-colors. The
SUCH A LARGE ASSORTMENT'
OF
STYLE
nuptials to occur October 25th. This club has had no prelTier or more Benton to atten.trialt.of Sheriff WolS AND PRICES. A PERSONAL
the County Teachers Association
VISIT WILL CONVINCE
YOU WHAT DESIRABLE VALUES
morning at St. Frances de Sales the enjoyable entertainments than this ter Holland killing case. The superMeeting at Grahamville.
WE ARE SHOWING.
bans will be published.
same function from four to six intendent has Ishn sumthoned at eachhearing
yet,
to
give expect testimony
itht4W=IP
o'clock. The tea tables were made
THE NEW FALL SUITS
Brown-Roof.
CLOAKS
still more attractive with flowers from a scientific standpoint. The
Judge R. T. 1..ightfoot has returned Are
.)
prosecu
marvels of style and elegance.
tion
claims
that Hardy Keys
At 4 o'clock Wednesday afternoon and the punch bowl in itself was a
Empire Coats in large variety—
Carbondale, Ilk, and yesterday We
from
are
must
have
now
been
standin
showin
in
g
cera
g
all
the
Miss Lelia Brown and Mr. Gus feature. The old fashioned fire place
most ap- Coverts, Kersey. and Mixture
acepted the resignation of Supt. Mars, made
Rouff, of the county, were married held in its yawning mouth beauti- tain position when Holland killed vin Ragsdale of the county public proved new models and materials. with yoke effects in front
and back.
Viewin
him
at
Murray
g
them
,
while
the
alone
defense
is
worth
by Rev. A. L. Ilten, of the German ful potted plants and a mass of
the ef- Prices $10 to $25.
schools, who gave up the place so he
Lutheran chureh, at the latter's resi- ferms and palms were on the high contends the position of Keys was could to,orrow morning take charge fort in coming.
EVENING WRAPS.
dence on South Fourth street. After shelf above. After it was dark en- different from that claimed by the as principal of the McKinley buildLadies' Cheviot Suits, strictly tailorprosecu
tion. The range of he bulA gorgeous collection of Wraps for
the wedding the couple were enter- ough to rows of candles on top of
ing of the city public schools in Mb- amide, 37-inch omit, with pinked skni,
party, theater or street wear. They
tained with bridal reception at the windows and doors were lighted and let, point it entered the clothing, dif- chanicsburg. Immediately upon Pro- a special value
at
112.50 represent the very cream of America's
home of Mrs. Thomas Scopes, sister the "talk& shine" made things just ferent positions contended for, and fessor Ragsdale resigning, the judge
A special collection of the newest
inciden
other
tal
points,
are
explain
ed
of the bride who lives on West Ten- cozy enough and the air braking enmanufacturers.
It is the echo of
had an order issued in the court, se- creations in tailor-made
Suits in all the empire style throughout
nessee street.
ough for the "cup that cheers." To by the superintendent from a scien- lecting S. J. Billington to fill out the colors
Jost
and fancy mixtures and black the wrap
The oontracting parties are esteem- enumerate the number of guests were tific point. He will be absent only un-expired portion of Ragsdale term,
for the Horse Show.
from
$16.50 to $35. PRICES $25 to $45.
ed and popular young people, the to mention all the mesdames and about one day -giving his testimony. which is up to the first of next Year,
bride being of a lovely disposigon, misses in society, Mrs. Tandy • rewhen Sillington goes in for his own
Football Club.
and attractive beauty, while Mr. Rouff ceived her guests in the dainties' of
four years service, he being the presThe high school football club is
is the well known truck gardener.
costumes, and each guest pronouncent democratic nominee for the posihelding its regular praigice each afThe couple will make their home ed the "tea" a perfect success.
tion
who will at the November electernoon at the Washington building
on the Hinklevflle road near this
tion be elected to fill the place for
grounds on West Broadway, and the
In purchasing a Rain Coat you have practically
city.
four years. Professor Billington did
two coats in one. It
young athletes are getting themselves
QW-s1We
not show up yesterday before the can be used for street wear and is an excellent protector in stormy and
in
fine shape for their expected conMagazine Club.
judge to qualify for the place, but wet weather. Our coats are handsomely tailored and cut to fit. Special
test next Saturday with the iimilar
The Magazine club will the comwill do so tomorrow, when the of- attention is Called to our line' at $10 00 and $ze •oo.
team from Metropolis. The latter
ing Thursday resume its meetings for
fice, books, records, etc, wirl be turnthis winter, the initial gathering be- POLICE BOARD MEETS TO- wants to play the Paducah boys, and ed over to him Profess
or Ragsdale
it is believed everything will be
ing with Miss Ethel Morrow of
MORROW EVENING AT
takes the place made vacant in the
ready
for
the
game
by
that
time.
The city schools by
Broadway near Sixth street. The
CITY HALL.
Professor Albert
boys h4ve not yet gotten their uniperiodicals to be reported will be
Rouse, who resigned and tomorrow
This store shall be foremost in your mind
forms
but
will
do
so
shortly
. Felix takes the business manage
McClure's, Hubbard's Journeys, Outwhen you need Carpets and
mentship Rugs. We mean it shall be
St. John is the captain of the team
the store you will look forward to as the
look, Atlantic Monthly, North Am- Detectives Moore and
of the local branch of Draughon's best
Baker Given this year, while the average
capable of filling your Carpet and Rug wants.
weight business college.
erican Review and Harper's.
Permission to Erect Buggy
of the boys is 135 pounds.
Miss Miorrow 'also entertains the
Ingran Carpets 25C to 7oc.
Shed Behind City Hall.
Axminster Rugs 9211 at $22 so.
County Teachers' Association.
Sans Souci dub at its next session,
Brussels Carpets at floc, 75c, 85C.
The teachers of the county public
Literary Class.
but the date has not yet been set.
Axminster Rugs 36 inches wide at
Velvet Carpets at 85c, $t oo and
The students of the High school schools are making huge arrangeit•!WWII
Tomorrow night the police com- are preparing to organiz their
$3 50
e
lit- ments for their association meeting Si 15.
Strong Publication.
missioners hold their regular monthly erary class for this session,
and take one week from next Saturday at the
Axminster Carpets at Si. and St.a5.
One of the most recent publica- meeting at the City
Axminster Rugs 27 inches wide at
hall general as- up their different studies. Last year Grahanwille school down in the
coun- Brussels Rugs 9:12 at $15.00.
tions that is rapidly gaining wide re- sembly chamber,
Sa.so.
and transact what the class every other Friday after- ty. Tie educators of the rural
dispute is that of "The Life Of Sydney business there is
before them.
noon devoted itself to their literary tricts urge that every city teacher
Lanier" by Professor Edward Mimms
The resignation of William Orr puzsuits, instead of
the regular High attend, as preparations have been
of Trinity college at Durham, North will be officially
accepted, and there school books during study hours. made for the Paducah instruc
tors to
Carolina. The publishing
houses elected to this vacancy on the police This year
though they will have to be carried over to Grahamville in
have it out and the market is finding force, one of the
We continue this week the sale of Summer Shirts;
extras now serving. hold their literary gatherings after vehicles, when they alight
5oc values for 33c.
from the
a good place for it. Dr. Minims oc- The extra patrolm
oo values for 75c.
$a
en are Moore study hours or during the evening. Cairo division passenger
Many very choice styles are in the lot
train at
cupies one of the most important Churchhill who is
ftrst, and Edward every once in a while they will pre- Heath, which is ouly a short
distance
chairs at the Southern college that Alexander, who
is second. One of sent one of their nice little p'ays for from the place
of assembly. The
is one of the leading institutions. The these will be put in
the regular place benefit of the public, but the regular programme for the gatheri
ng was
author is the son-in-law of Mrs. T. and another extra man
selected as the literary gatherings will be private published last week, but
many imH. Puryear of Tenth and Jefferson commissioners keep two
outsiders al- and for the students only.
portant and entertaining features are
streets of this city, and quite a learn- ways on the extra
A great many new ideas in shapes and styles are
list for use when
shown in the smart
being added and prospects are for an Street
ed and forceful character.
and Suit Hats by Mrs. Clark, on second floor
the regular patrolmen are off, or sick.
unusually large and instructive gathDid Not Test.
4•41W-SiP •
The commissioners have given DeYesterday the gas company em- ering.
Ogilvie-Ogilvie.
tectives Moore and Baker permission ployes did not test
the
piping
leading
Next Thursday evening Miss Ma- to erect a little shed behind the
City up into the high school laboraotry,
Out in Graves.
mie Ogilvie and Mr. Benjamin Ogil- hall so the slueths can
keep under but will do that tomorrow. If the
(Mayfield Messenger, 7th.)
vie will, be united in marriage at the same the horse and buggy
they connections and everything is alright
Nancy P. Canter has brought suit
residence of the bride out in the bought for their detective work.
The the gas will be turned on and use of against J. R. Canter, her husban
d,
county. ,The nuptials will be offi- legislative boards referred to
the same started by the scholars in their for divorce and asks for $15.3 alimon
y
ciated oar by Rev. Mr. Watts of commissioners the request of Officers study
of science.
for each year for five years..
the Methlidist church of that vacinity Moore and Baker, that they be
perThe revival that has been in proAgents for Butterick Patterns.
The contracting parties are second mitted to put the shed up behind the
IS IMPROVING
gress at the Baptist church for the
/cousins, the bride being the pretty hall, and this ptivilege is granted
past three weeks, will close tonight.
and sweet daughter of Mr. John W, them: The horse of the detecti
ves Mr. Jesse Loeb Regaining Health at Rev. George C.
Cates will preach the
Ogilvie, the democratic nominee for wil4 also be fed by the city as it is
Baden Baden. Germany.
sermon.
sheriff of this county, while the used for their public work in going
Mrs. Mollie Adair, of near Farmgroom is the son of Mr. Jack Ogilvie over town and the country working
The many friends of Mr. Jesse Loeb ington, has
filed snit against her hug
of the Mhxon Mill neighborhood of on cases laid before them.
will be pleased to learn that he is band, J.
P. Adair, asking for a dithe county, and a most estimable
The detectives have themselves put rapidly gaiiting
his health at Baden, vorce and $300 alimony for each
young mail.
year
up their shed, having finished same Baden, Getman
y, where he has been for ten years.
After the wedding they take up yesterday.
for the past few months in the saniNo person in Mayfield probably
their residence in the comity.
There is nothing much of note tarium
undergoing treatment for tarry ever saw the city
on a greater boom
coming before the commissioners to- ous
4b4Lim•r'in
stomach disorders. He has gained than it is now.
More brick buildings
morrow evening.
Householder-Clements.
about twenty pounds in weight since are being
built, more old wooden
As announced, the wedding of Miss
entering the institution and expects buildings
are being removed and torn
Elizabeth householder and Mk. HarFood for Thought.
to again be himself before long, when down and
given back seats, or moved
ry Clements, will, take place at 8:30
(Chicago Journal.)
he and his sister, Miss Florence Loeb, to vacant lots
for more modern buildo'clock the evening of Wednesday. "I trust, Miss Cutting," remark
ed will then continue their European ings than
are now.
October ifith. The nuptials occur young Borem as he arbse
to depart four. They left here the first of July
at the home of the bride in 1516 after a long stay, "that I
have not to be gone until late in the year visFlorence Nightingale, the woman
Trimble street and after same the taken up too much of
your valuable iting different points in that distant who
revolutionized the sick-rooms
couple will immediately repair to time."
land.
and hospitals of the civilized world,
Sixth and Clark streets where they
"Niot at all, Mr. Borem," replied the
is now 85 years old. Tile $250,000 ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST COPY-RIGHT
enter upon housekeeping in the Fay- fair damsel. "The time
NOVELS. ALL THE
you have
Prof. William T. Hornaday is con- testimonial presented
ette Jones home which they 4fave taken up has
to her a few
BRIGHTEST SOPIDS AND INSTRUMENTAL "HITS."
been of no value to me sidered the leading American author- years
ago she give to a school for
leased.
whatever, I assure you."
ity on zoology. For nearly ten years trained nurses.
She has writfen
Rev. T. J. Newell of the broadway
Then he went forth into the night he has been director of
the New York many books on nursing
Methodist church will perform the and wandered
homeward, wrapped in Zoological park. He is the author of
ceremony that will be a quiet home a heavy mantle
of thought.
several books of travel, and many
H. WI Denison, an American ataffair witnessed by friends and relatechnical works
treating of his torney who has for the last twentytives. There will be no attendants • "Worn d'O
130 SOUTH THIRD ST
your two little boys branch of, science.
PADUCAH. K
five years been legal adviser to the
for the happy occasion.
resemble, Mks. Flitter?" "Well, the
Japases
e foreign ofrtice, will retire
The couple are among the city's homely boy looks
like his father ani, "You say Scribbler got $5o,000 for and return to the United
States withbest known and most estimable pe4.
-' acts like me; and the pretty one looks just one joke? How was that-" "He ma year.
'He is the only American
Pie and have hundreds of friends who like me and acts like
his father"— told Miss Gottapile he loved her for who has held such * high position in
i
extend their congratulations upon the Life.
..•
herself alone."—Judge,
a (oreign government.
•

We have remodeled our store front
but are doing business al the same
old place,321 Broadway. We keep
nothing but genuine leather goods
and give you your money's worth.
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GEORGE ROCK SHOE CO.

VACANCY FILLED

a
-

Cloaks and Suits

Rain Coats.

40

COMMISSIONERS

Carpets and Rugs.

Gents' Negligee Shirts.

• 'V

Millinery.

B. Ogilvie & Co.
FOR

BOOKS

!

CALL
D. E. ALL

MUSIC

AT

Harbour's Department Store
Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAUR, WNW & CO.

•
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Harbour's Deportment Store
116418-120 NORTH THIRD STREET

This is a Combination of Stores

it

HIS STORE HAS COMMENCED A GREAT FALL SALE OF STYLISH MERCHANDISE BOUGHT
FROM THE BEST
MAKERS OF AMERICA, BOUGHT WITH CASH AS LOW AS MERCHANDISE CAN BE BOUGHT,
PRICED TO MAKE
C IT TO YOUR INTEREST TO BUY EVERYTHING HERE. WE OFFER YOU
BARGAINS, NOT IN ONE LINE ONLY,
BUT FROM AN AGGREGATION OF DESIRABLE_MERCHANDISE IN EVERY ONE OF OUR
FIFTEEN COMPARTMENTS. EVERY DEPARTMENT FULL AND RUNNING OVER WITH GOOD THINGS AND EVERY ITEM
BOUGHT FOR
CASH AT ROCK BOTTOM FIGURES. FROM SUCH A VAST STOCK OF AUTUMN MERCHANDISE THE MOST
FASTIDIOUS CAN BE PLEASED IN QUALITY; THE MOST ECONOMICAL CAN BE PLEASED IN PRICE.
IN ADDITION TO OUR LOW PRICES WE ARE GIVING VALUABLE PREMIUMS TO THOSE WHO BUY
HERE, ARTICLES OF BEAUTY AND UTILITY FOR HOME COMFORT AND HOME DECORATION. IF YOU DON'T KNOW
HOW TO
SECURE THESE PREMIUMS JUST ASK ANY ONE OF OUR SALES-PEOPLE HOW TO OBTAIN THEM
FREE FARE TO THOSE WHO LIVE OUT OF PADUCAH. BRING US A RECEIPT FROM THE AGENT FOR
THE
CASH FARE YOUR ROUND TRIP TICKET COSTS TO PADUCAH AND BACK BY RAIL OR BOAT AND WE WILL GLADLY
FURNISH YOU A REBATE BOOK AND HELP YOU GET THAT AMOUNT OF CASH BACK FROM THE SECRETARY
OF
THE RETAIL MERCHANT'S ASSOCIATION.
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THIS IS A MILLINERY STORE.
Triumphs in Auttunn Millinery
are here and we are showing all that
is dainty, rich, exquisite and stylish

variety-es, made
,nd back.

iraps for
. They
kmerica's
echo of
Juit
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It
and
Special

r
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eta and
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in Autumn Headwear. All the newest conceits and shapes in untrimmed
and in ready-to-wear Hats. The stock
is larger, •he assortment is more varied and the prices are lower than

Its

250.

wide at

wide at
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be a revelation to you at our low
prices when you come to see them.
DANISH CLOTH.
All colors in an extra quality of
all wool filling Danish cloth at only
14 I-2C a yard.
All wool Tricots at 25c a yard.
These are full 27 inches wide and
all colors. You'll find most merchants with tricots cut down to 24
inches wide to sell at 2sc. We could
have bought tricots only 24 inches
wide at 2 1-2C a yard less than we had
to pay for the 27 inch widths. It is
not how much money we can make
off of our customers, but how great
the value we can give for every
price. When you thoroughly understand our ways and methods you will
appreciate this store more and more
in every one of its many departments.
We should like to talk to you about
the merit of each kind of dress goods
at every one of our prices and tell
you the reason why you should come
here to buy them, but we only have
one page of space and it would take
the whale of It to tell you all about
It... dress goods and the good reagens fir buying here. This great
strait carries dress geode of unusual
mesa at sic, 35c. 49c, SoC, 65c, 75c,
89, sik and $zmo
yard.
HANDSOME BROADCLOTH AT
ONE DOLLAR.
We bought 'em last March before
the pdvance came and before cotton
had to be mixed with wool so as to
male' it possible to make good appearing broadcloth to sell at one dollar. If you appreciate all Wool
Broth*both*, the kind that wears and
bold" color, give us your patronage.
They are here in all colors at $1.00
a yard.
THIS IS A DRY GOODS AND NOTION STORE—THIS IS AN
UND$RWEAR AND HOS-

35C,

IERY STORE.
Splendid and unexcelled bargains
await your coming in these departments.
snuirt

0.

[C

anywhere else in Paducah. There are
many extra advantages to be gained
by buying Millinery here. Every
week brings us new things in this
great department. Our prices are always famously low.
L000 wire hat frames on sale at
only zoc each instead of 25c.
A large lot of Moire and silk taffeta
ribbon in black and all colors, 3 to
5 inches wide, on sale at only toe a
yard, instead of 25c.

THE

K

THIS IS A LADIES' READYMADE GARMENT STORE,
CLOAKS, SKIRTS, FURS.
SUITS, ETC.

until Christmas, the GREATEST
SALE OF CLOAKS, SKIRTS,
TAILOR-MADE
AND
FURS
SUITS ever held in Paducah.
WOMEN'S HANDSOME STYLISH
COATS.
They are here and more coming
every day. The prices are away below Broadway prices.

This more will begin and continue

wearer.
Made of Panama Cloth,
Serges, Cheviots and Manish Mixtures. We are opening the Fall season with stylish skirts at the lowest
prices that we have ever had the
good fortune to make for high-class
tailoring. Stylish skirts are here at
$2, $2-65, $3, $3-50. $3-85. $4. $4.50,
$4- 97, $5. $5 50, $6. $6 50, $750,
$8 SO, $9, $9.50, $10, 511 tad $12.50
WOMEN'S BLACK SILK SKIRTS
AT $750
This is a splendid looker and a bargain at the price. Other silk skirts
are here at $8.o, ito and $12 so
each.
WOMEN'S SILK PETTICOATS
AT $3.85 TO $ 4 8.
This is • sale of silk petticams
that should interest you. Only black
at $3 85. Both black and high colors at $4 85. Black mercerized petticoats, a world beater, the best we
ever saw for $i.
WOMEN'S NEW FALI. WAh6TS.
A big stock has fist reached us
from our favorite manufacturer. This
maryafacturer made a lucky purchase
of some mercerized waistings and has
made us a big lot of waists to sell at
only 75c each. Worth ordinarily
Si so each.
Very special waist values are here
at $zmo to $1 50 each

en, made of Melton Cloths, with
velvets pipting, made to sell at $4. In
this great sale at $2g5 each.
WOMEN'S AND MISSES COATS
Here are Women's and Misses'
Coats, 42 to 45 inches long, made of
splendid cheviots fast black*, pretty
blues and rich browns for only $4.85
and $5 so each, instead of $6.5o and
$7 50 charged by most stores.
ALL-WOOL KERSEY COAT.
Made in the New Empire style.
Very special in castors and blacks at
$6.85 in light tans at $7.50.
HANDSOME ALL-WOOL KERSEY COAT.
Made in rich Empire styles at $9,
flu, ilia. $15, $17 and $18 each.
RICH SILK PLUSH COATS.
Made in Swagger style at $15, $01
and $49 each.
A GREAT BARGAIN IN ELEGANT PLUSH COATS AT $zo.
This was a lucky purchase. These
plush coats are worth $15. We own
them in pretty brown, tan and black
to sell at only $to. Everybody likes
them.

' THIS IS A DRESS GOODS STORE
New Fall Dress GoodyThis store has just fathered a
great harvest of new Fall Dress
Goods. They come to us from leading manufacturers and importers.
They come to us at the lowest prices
that cash and big quantities could
secure them for. If you actually
know what dress goods are worth
this fall—then these dress goods will

Ire
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WOMEN'S PERFECT FITTING
HIGH GRADE SKIRTS IN
THE NEWEST FALL
STYLES AT $s
We bought three hundred of these
elegant skirts that will sell at $5,
but ought to bring $6 to $7.50. They
are the kind of skirts that give a
graceful, stylish appearance to the

WOMEN'S TAILOR-MADE SUITS
New fall models in tailor-made
suits are here at $12.5o, $zs, $16.50,
$17 so, $18, Ikao and others coning
up to $28.00.
WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S
FURS
Important and very real bargains
in Furs. Come and see the lowest
prices in the city. Furs at soc, 75c,
$1.00. $1.25, $1.50. 82. $2 50. $3, $3.50.
*3.95. 14, $4 so, $4 95 and up to
$12 50 each.
CHILDREN'S COATS
Handsome stylikii garments are
here.
Garments at low prices are
here, $1.25, $1.50, Si 85, $2, $2 50,
$2 It, $3 so, $5 85, $5, $6, Si and up
are here and coining.
THIS IS A CLOTHING STORE
THE GREATEST CLOTHING
BARGAINS IN PADUCAH.
Five hundred men's Fail suits are
coming at 75c on the dollar. If you
don't buy clothing here you won't buy
clothing right.
Carter's Celebrated °derails and
Jumpers, the best on earth, are now
here at 75c instead of $z.
Menh Cheviot Pants
Made of
shrunken cloth. Will hold their color and wear like iron, for only St .00
a pair.
Astonishing values in Men'a heavy
serviceable pants for only $r a pair.
BOYS' KNEE PANTS.
What's this? Yes, it's true. For
soc we give you choice of high-grade
all-wool knee panty, gold for 75c to
$1 in the Broadway stores.

EXTRAORDINARY VALUES IN
BOYS' NEW PANT SUITS,
ARE HERE.
At Sr, $1.50, $2, fa,.so, $2. 75, $3 and
$3.50 each.
24-INCH LEATHER SUIT CASES.
They are here at $2.98. Sold on
Broadway at $4 each.
Leather-lined suit cases are here
at $4 48 to $4.98 each.
THIS IS A HAT STORE—MEN'S
FUR HATS
Direct from the maker. The middle man's profits has been knocked
out. The best fur hats you ever saw
for 75c, $z, Sr 25, $1 50, $2 and $2.50
each
Boys' Fur hats at 25c, soc and 75c
each.
Men's plush caps at 35c and soc.
Worth double
A big assortment of cloth caps at
marvelously low prices, only zoc, xsc,
25C, ssc and soc each. Worth much
more.
:
THL1 IS A SHOE STORE. GREAT
BARGAINS IN SMOES FOR
THE FAMILY, WOMEN'S
SHOES.
Women's fine kid shoes, not the
kind that you can buy just anywhere
and everywhere at our low prices
Our 51.25 kid shoes for women will
be found as flexible and comfortable
as other stores' $i so shoes. We offer
you women's shoes at $1.35, $z 50,
$1.75, $2, $3.24 and the celebrated
La France shoes foe women at $3 oo
and $3.50 a pair. If you want a
custom-made, high-class shoe for women, the "La France" is the name.
CHILDREN AND MISSES
SCHOOL SHOES.
We took pains in the buying of
these school shoes, shopped around,
paid cash and got all off the price we
could and get solid leather shoes.
They are here at soc, 65c, 75c, 8ec, 89c
98c, $z, $z.z5, $2.25, $1.35 and $1 50
a pair.
MEN'S SHOES
We have been tanners of leather,
manufacturers of men's shoes, jobbers of men's shoes, retailers of men's
shoes and during our 36 years' experience in handling leather and shoes
we feel that we have never had better values in men's shoes than we now
Offer at $x, $1.25, $t.35, Sr
$x .S0,
$1.75, $2. $2.50, $3. $3 50, $3 85 and
$4 75 a pair. In this great stock you
will find men's shoes for hard wear,
for house wear, for street wear and
for dress wear.
THIS IS A CARPET STORE.
Bargains will be found here in ingrain carpets, mattings, floor oil
cloths, smyrna rugs, portiere, lace curtains, window shades, poles, fixtures,
etc.

'
Harbour s Department Store
North Third Street

Half a Square From Broadway
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titude of the various candidates for
councilmen and aldermen. If any of
the candidates stand for other than
the people's interest first, last and
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., all the time, they should be defeated.
(Incorporated)
The election next month is for the
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
purpose of allowing the citizens of
Paducah
to select their rePresentaJAMES E. WILHELM, President.
tives and it is indeed something beJOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. yond the cottiorehension of an intelligent mind to sej4.a citizen vote for
Entered at the postoffice of Padua man whom they know will not be
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
loyal ro the people.
Paducah is a growing city and thouTerms to Subscribers.
One Year
$5.00 sands of dollars can be saved to the
2.50 taxpayers or thousands of dollars
Six Months
1.25
Three Months
taken fre..m them and placed in the
One Week
pockets of a few \men. The burdens
Anyone failing to receive this paper of taxation do not fall on the actual
regulraly should report the matter ta taxpayer, but upon the man who
The Register office at once. Telerents the property rr is a consumer
phone Cumberland 318.
of or patron of a public utility. The
man with brains enough to own property also has brains eneugh to make
it, through the occupant, pay : the
taxes, insurance and all other items
of cost. Hence it is the poor man
1905.
Oct.
Morning,
8,
Sunday
who should feel mere concern about
seeing our municipal affairs in the
hands of safe and reliable men. Such
ANN OUNtEMENTS.
conditions can only be brought about
The Register is authorized to an- at the polls and that can only be done
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a once a year. There are enough good
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subiect to action of the demo- citizens in Paducah to put none but
cratic precinct conventions to be loyal men in the. general council. The
had Saturday October 7.
city owes no candidate anything. The
offices belong to the people and they
should vote for their best interests.
The Telephone Company or the City.

THE REGISTER

where he is a young man and just entering the Arofession. Men who
serve as jurors are human, and where
a lawyer Who is exceedingly unpopula rhas a case in court the jury is
very apt to settle every doubt against
his side of the ease. The safest rufe
for every litigant is to place his case
with reputable lawyers who have the
confidence of the public, for the very
fact that a case is in Aire hands of a
lawyer with an uftsavory reputation
works a prejudice to the client. And
then again, such lawyers are liable
to sell out their client's case.

polls with their pockets full of silver
money, jingling the coin and making
open offers for votes. When a seller
wits found he was taken to the polls
and after having his vote/recorded,
he was paid his money, frequently in
the presence of the election officers.
The tfcret ballot stopped this practice
at least.
The change is advocated by the men
who attempted to steal the state elec
tion in 18ç.They found that the secret ballot and its safeguards
were
too much for them, and they wanted
something that they could handle,
They also wanted something by which
they could terrorize tne voter, by
wliich the employer could bulldoze
his employes and make them vote at
his dictation, something by which the
free expres,idn of the will of the dependent voter could be stifle'. The
people are against the change, but if
they do not vote overwhelmingly
against it they will be counted for it.
Let everybody vote -to kill the iniquity of the viva voce vote.

From the disclosures that are being made in the investigation of -the
great life insurance companies, it :begins to look like grave crimes have
been committed by some of the officers. When it is represented to a
man that by investing some of his
hard earned money in a dividend paying policy, and. he does so believing
the statements to be true, and it
turns out that millions of dollars of
the policy holders' money have been
ALL THE PRECINCTS DID NOT
squandered in commissions, camSEND IN
REPORTS,
paign contributions and champagne
HOWEVER.
suppers with a woman dancing the
can-can on the table, it is about time
te send some of the monied thieves He Received the Majority of Instructions Here in the City by
to the penitentiary,
Large Number.

PROBABLY EAKER

When a circus seods out advance
men with tales of poverty in order to
get reduced rates, the public may expect to get skinned on the price of
admission to see a show with high
priced features cut out, and skin
games worked from the beginning to
the end. Such iggregations usually
bring a lot of confidence men to town.
The great Forepaugh and Sells
Brothers' circus that was here in the
spring had the best class of men on
the road, tlie cleanest show and every act was a top-notcher. Those
who saw the show got a full run for
their money, and we doubt if they
will see its equal for some time to
come.

According to the Louisville Herald,
" It is becoming a question as to who
owns the streets of Paducah—the Aaron Kohn, the legal patron saint
people through the general council, of a large portion of the criminal eleor certain public corporations. The ment of Louisville, threatens to\sue
East Tennessee Telephotre company that paper for criminal libel. The
virtually defies the city of Paducah Herald is to be congratulated over
and insolently declares that it will perforating Kohn's hide to the quick,
not concede to the city the right to and we know of no better recomsay upon what terms that company mendation to the good people of Kenticks. than to have a man of Kohn's
may do business in this city.
The Register has no war to make general reputation to sue or bring a
on that company and our relations suit against a newspaper; Kohn was
asant and one of those fellows who hurried to
.
with it at this time are ple
amicable. We pay their price for Frankfort to offer his services gratis
service and they pay our rates for to William Goebel, in his contest, and
It is difficult to tell from reading
such advertising as they nosy insert when Goebel was shot Kohn hiked the evidence
taken before the inia this paper, but we do protest out for a train to Louisville. Some vestigating committee
whether. the
against,thedefi which they seem to time after Mr. Goebel died, Kohn New York
mu-managers of the big
have made, and frankly say that they sued his estate for $5,000 or some
insurance companies stole for themshould be compelled to procure a other sum for services, and he Was selves
or gave away to relatives and
franchise or too vacate the streets of not only beaten in the suit, but an friends
the bigger part of the misPadncatt. As we understand it, the insight given into his connection with
appropriated funds which belonged to
company claims to be operating un- the case. It looks very much to us deluded
policy holders. The stealing
der a resolution passed by the coun- like Kohn rushed forward to tender and the giving seems about
horse and
cil over twenty years ago. If that his services gratis in the hopes that horse, but it
matters little—the innobe true and the company claims that if Mr. Goebel was made governor cent policy holders
were the losers of
the right specified no term, making it that he could repay
in executive it all.
a perpetual grant, the city can come favors, but after those hopes had
Smokestacks and whistles are what
forward and take the position that if
en blasted he comes forward and
it has the power to pass resolutions, sues a dead man's estate for some- builds towns into cities. Mianufacit also has the power et rescind reso- titing the court said he was not en- tories should proceed all other comlemlons and all it has to do is to an- titled to. Therefore if Kohn should mercial lines Cf prosperity is the derui that privilege, for the city has as sue the Herald or any other newspa- sire. Investors are ever wary of the
•rnigh tight to say when the privilege per the public would look upon it as locality lacking in smokestacks and
whistles. Get after the smocCstacks
Ball end as the telephone company. a `snit ItalCher± t.,Y venom or greed.
and
whistles and let smaller things
The company might the.* claim that
alone.
The smaller things come of
The mission of Gen. Gomez, of
it las rights vested in the =atter, to
#
their
volition as one of the reown
tvch‘the city might reply with due Cuba, to the States has pretty, well
ptkriety that it likewise has vested manifested itself this early. He has sults of the healthier instiotions. A
eirtlits,,he reason of owning the pub- come here to incite revoiution, if word to the wise is 'sufficient.
ic
If the company still possible, through spite because he
Aaron Kohn, cf Louisville, says he
tottelds that it has a perpetual right can't control the island. But he will will
put "the Louisville Herald out
an
hot subject to reasonable re- get cold comfort from even the sore- of
business." The Register has some
_ .t
attlettOns, the city can set up the re- heads from the island who are in oi the
same class barking at its heels,
plt that such conditions are against America. They know the conditions
and the funny part of it is, they are
ptelicipolicy, and the courts will set- in the island to be for better now being put
out of business, except
tle, thi controversy by compelling th.! than ever beforeiand better under the
where
they
can manufacture damage
couip4ny to either procure a franchise (administration of Palma than they
suits,
and
they are•in etch dire straits
would ever be under the fractious
valiate the streets.
that they hob-oob with ex-criminals
in our opinion the mayor and gen- Gomez and they will lend no moral to carry
out their hatred and greed.
eral -council have put up with too or other support to any :rove to
•
mach imposition already and as the bring about a change. Here it is .Say, what's the difference between
gauntlet has been thrown down by realized that President Palma repre- the man who skins the people through
the East Telephone company the dig- sents all that is left of the American erroneous salaries, graft and raids on
nity and good name of Paducah im- spirit, if there is such a spirit in the public, and the fellow who climbs
Cuba, and the welfare of the people in your back window and
peratively demands that heroic measswipes your
of the island will permit of no return silver spoons? Ought
ures be adopted 'by the authorities to
not both of
to anything like the old rule. If them be in jail?
settle the question as to whether the
Gomez wants a few words of sound
East Telephone company shall conadvice which s4ili do him good it is
The Secret Ballot.
trol the city or the city control that
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
hoped he will, as he threatens to do,
company in so far as the use of the
At the approaching election the
go to Washington and have a chat
public highways of1"aducah are conpeople will be called on to vote upon
with Mr. Roosevelt. A man who told an amendment
to the constitution pro
cern
. ed.
the representatives of Russia and viding for a return to the
viva vote
Japan what would be good for their system of voting. It is not believed
The Local Election.
The story in today's Register of great countries wouldn't take more that the people of Kentucky are so bethan five minutes to tell Gomez to nighted as to take this backward step.
"Ilow Westport Got
Three-cent
The viva voce system of voting was
Fates" contains more truth than poet- go to and stay in obsecurity it is safe devised by the convention of 1851 as
ry and can be read with profit by gll to predict.
a means of stal'ing the tide which
was rising against slavery. It was
readers Though a piece of fiction it
When a lawyer runs around to
reasoned
that, as a man who was
accurately portrays what is actually drum up damage suits, the juries
known to be opposed to slavery was
transpitinik in many of the cities in should either give a verdict against ostracized,
few would have the courthe-contr.*. In many of the cities a them or for not more than one cent. age to vote their sentiment on the
fedi hundreds of dollars is paid for a The lawyer generally gets one-half slavery question, when the vote was a
franchise when those cities should re- fj the amount awarded, and in many niatter of record.
The constitution itself went on receive a handsome revenue each year instances a suit would not be brought
cord on the slavery question- in-an -arfor the use of the streets. The rea- were it not the case that the
lawyer ticle which Wits the main argtunent
son why the public is kept
out of agrees to do the work for nothing for revision fifteen years ago..
its just due is because the represent- and divide the proceeds. Lawyers
After it had served its purpose on
atives of the people are in the coun- with a respectable practice never run the slavery question it became a powcils to represent the corporations around looking up damage suits, and erful lever in the hands of the politicians and election bribers., The
Now is the time fbr every yeller in if a lawyer has no practice, a man is buying of
votes in electionswas tnien
Paducah to inform himself on the at- a fool to give him a case except and notorious. Men went around the

T

CK[I STORE
Ladies Stylieb Coats
COOL WEATHER IS APPROACHING AND IT IS TIME THE LADIES WERE THINKING OF POATS. OUR SHOWING IN THAT
LINE IS ONE OF UNLIMITED GOODNESS. A GLANCE AT OUR
COATS WILL REVEAL STYLE AND A THOROUGH INSPECTION WILL RESULT IN YOUR BUYING ONE OF OUR CHOICE.
STOCK.

SOME (
BE

WE CAN GIVE YOU AN EXCELLENT COAT AT $5.00
AND
OUR $50.00, $52.50 AND $15.00 COATS CANNOT BE BEAT. $7.50.
ONE OF OUR SWELLE.ST THINGS IS A
COAT IN BLACK, FUR-TRIMMED CUFFS
$18.5o. THIS IS A DANDY.

CRUSHED VELVET
AND COLLAR, AT

The Ladi
para

A FINE BROADCLOTH COAT, MADE OF EXTRA GOOD CLOTH,
LINED WITH IMITATION OF FUR AND HAS FUR-TRIMMED
CUFFS AND COLLAR, PRICE $19.5o. THESE ARE ONLY A FEW
'OF OUR GOOD VALUES—COKE IN AND LET US SHOW YOU
THROUGH THE STOCK.
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Nesv Veils
HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SWELL LINE OF MEW VEILS IN ALL
COLORS AND PRICES.

3-YARD LONG VEILS IN BLUE. BLACK, GREEN, WHITE, LAVAlthough all the precipcts from the
city and county have not been heard 'ENDER AND PINK AT 98c EACH.
from, indications are that yesterday.. 3-YARD LONG
VEILS IN BLACK (A BETTER QUALITY) AT Sias
Frank Esker received the majority of
EACH.
instructions for the nomination for
MOURNING VEILS IN AN EXTRA FINE GRADE AT $2.25 EACH.
coroner. Nearly all of the precincts
SQUARES—THE LATEST THING, IN ALL COLORS AT 50c, 75c
here in the city went for him, where
AND $i.00 EACH.
instructions were given, while a number of those in the county were instructed for him.
The other candidates claim that it
is not so sure that the major portion
of the instructions went for Eaker,
THE NIGHTS ARE RATHER CHILLY NOW AND WE EXPECT
but the latter's friend, contend that
YOUR
LAST SEASON'S STOCK OF COMFORTS HAS RUN DOWN
his majority cannot be overcome, and
that,he will be nominated next WedWE ARE BETTER PREPARED TO SUPPLY YOUR WANTS IN
nesday when there is called at the
THAT LINE THAN EVER BEFORE. OUR STOCK 18 LARGER
county court house the county conven
AND VALUES MUCH BETTER—ONE ESPECIALLY GOOD IMtion for the purpose of precinct delPROVEMENT OVER LAST SEASON'S COMFORTS IS THAT
egates making the nomination.
THEY ARE LARGER, AND THAT IS THE MAIN POINT IN BUYAlthough being in the lead this
ING BED WEAR THE PRICES RANGE FROM 75c TO Sage.
does not necessarily indicate that the
plum will surely go to Eaker, becau,e
OUR COMFORTS AT $hoo, S1.50 AND Sa.00 ARE DANDIES. SPECthere is talk of the remainder of the
candidates combining with their del- IAL IN LAMB'S WOOL COMFORTS AT $8a 75
egates and throwing the nomination
WE ARE ALSO SHOWING A SIG ASSORTMENT OF BOTH
COTTON AND WOOL BLANKETS.
to some other.
The candidates for the place are
Harry Allen, Coon Johnson, Frank
Laker, Jack Sheehan, M. B. Hurt
and Charles Crow.
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THE OPENING FALL MEETING
WILL BE HELD HERE ON
WEDNESDAY.

State Medical Society Meets at Louisville One Week From Next
Wednesday.

Next Wednesday evening at the
office of Dr. W. J. Bass there will
be held the first fall meeOng of. the
McCracken County Medi1a1 rociety
which has been holding its summer
sessions out in the country. Papers
will be read by Dr. Bass and I.3r
Vernon Blythe. Hereafter every two
weeks the doctors hold their meetings here in town.
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State Society.
The State Medical society will meet
at Louisville one week from next
Wednesday and continue in sessioo
for three days. There will be several
physicians going from here to attend.

No heater ever made so manyfriends as the Buck's Hot Blast. You
Southwestern Society.
The 2oth of this month there sprill
meet at Arlington, Ky., the Southwestern Medical society, it being the
regular semi-annual meeting of that
organization. The association embraces all the counties in the First
congressional district west of the
Tennessee river, and the membership
includes about ;too physicians. Heretofore Ole meeting of the association
has been held at Paducah, but at the
last meeting it was decided to hold
the next meeting at Ariington. The
physicians there will do all in their
power to make the gathering a success. In their efforts they will have
the co-operatiog of the cilizeas of
Arlington and the physicians of the
county, and it is expected that an en:
joyable and profitable session will be
the result.
Little Carving Done.
The imml Saturday night carving
was performed this time out at Ninth
and Tennessee streets, last night,1884
(luring the butchering work
Wood cut English Pitman in the
neck, while Pitman cut Pat Miller.
All are colored and had a general
scrap. Pitman and the woman were
arrested while Miller cannot he found
by ()Vera Hurley and Singery who
took charge of the two mentioned.

just can't help being enthusiastic about them. Hold fire 36 hours,
using the cheapest slack. A dozen EXCLUSIVE features. Be sure
to attend the demonstration, given in front of our store October

13.

GET A FREE TICKET.
•

t

112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
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Che Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
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roprietor.

FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.

Wise is the man wl%0 declines to
take hie Troubles seriously.

4
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.41111111111

Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satistactio'n Guaranteed I
The Paducah Furniture 'ahufacturing Co.
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

re%

BOTH PH6NES 72
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THE HORSE SHOW

Car
The Ladies Are Pushing Ahead Pre- It Will Have Thirty-two Bed Rooms Yom Kipper, or Day 'of Atonement, Ladi:e. of the W. C. T. U. He'd In- Mr. George WaPace Bought the
Franchise and Mr. Bleeker That
teresting Scseion Thursday AfWill Be Celebrated By the
and Be Furnished Excellentlx
parations for Their Part in
sernoon at Baptist Church.
For Lighting.
Jewish People Tonight.
`For That Purpose.
the Exhibition.
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THE BAPTISTS PATENT MIXTURES GRANTS SOLD

CONSTRUCTED AT WEST UNION BAPTIST ASSOI- THEIR CLASSIFICATION WITH NEW STREET CAR AND ELECSOME OUTSIDE ANIMALS TO WILL JilE
INTCMCANTS BRINGS DISTRIC LIGHTING GRANTS'
CIATION CONVENES- AT
BENTON, RIGHT AWAY, IT
BE BROUGHT TO THE
CUSSION.
SOLD.
BLANDVILLE.
SEEMS.
CITY.

l7.50.

PTIt

FINE HOTEL

SALES ROOMS 14-116-2(37-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
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Purity In
Prescriptions,
A prescription may be compounded 5.,0 accurately, b-j experienced preseriptionists, w:th
the' highest degree of careful-

ness, 'yet if the drugs are not
PaducaJi
met
morning
at
to
o'clock
The
U.
of
Yesterday
W.
C.
T.
Mr. Oscar L. Gregory returned
pure it is worthless—dangerous.
in regular session last Thursdy al-/ Mayor Yeiser sold the two franchises
i yesterday from Louisville, where he
No matter where you go you
ternoon in the lecture room of the put up for sale here, one being for a
has been attending the Horse Show,
First Baptist church. In the absence street railway system, and the other
cannot find purer drugs, prompt
and at which place while there he inof P:esident Mrs. Eliza Puryear, the for an electric lighting and power
vited Adolphus Busch and Reggie
er service or more skill than
Vice-president Mks. Pearl Not-veil; plant. The street railway franchise
Vanderbilt to come 'here with their
chair.
was
bought
in
Wallace
ocupied
the
!
by
George
C.
we use in filling your prescripstring of tine horses and enter them
Airs. Dorothy Koger presented sev- of the Paducah City railway, for $250,
in the similar entertainment to be
tion.. You'll be satisfied with
eral interesting item% from the Un- while the electric lighting and power
given in this city next week. Mr.
plant
grant
was
purchased
by
Mr.
the prices, too,
ion Signal. One of these was the
Gregory was not successful in his
recent ruling of the commissioner oi John S. !Bleeker of the Boston firm
mimic*, as Messrs Busch and Vaninternal revenue that after Decem- • of Scone and Webster, for $2o0. In
derbilt have their animals already enber 1, all patent medicines known to' the Afternoon at 2:30 o'clock Mayor
tered in the show* at Kansas City
1
Mechanicsburg Church.
contain a large percentage of alcohol Yeiser had a called Meeting, both of
and other places and could not come
this
W.
(lantrell
preach
Rev.
J.
will
the
council
and
aldermen,
and
they
DRUG
GIST
will
be
(-asset' with other intoxicants,
here, although they expressed themmorning at '1o3o o'clock and this ev- aid all dealers in these goods will be ratified the sale of the franchises.
selves as being highly pleased at the
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
ening at 7:30 o'clock at the Me- required to take out a regular liquor
When the• Boston capitalists took
invitation and were sorry they courd
chanicsburg
church.
Methodist
TELEPHONE 63.
dealer's license. This decision is the an option on the street railway sysnot take advantage of same.
result of a special protest against the / tem, they found that the local conWhile at the Falls City though ▪ Mr.
Church Building Society.
advertisement of Duffy's Malt WIhis- cern was operating its car line, and
Gregory met many turfessen and a
Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock kei that "it is the only whiskey then its electric lighting and power
number of them promised to bring
the Church Building society of the recognized by the United States gov- plant, under one single franchise. The
their horseflesh here for exhibilion
First Presbyterian church., will meet ernment as having medicinal value." Boston people desired, these grants
purposes. Of this number will be
at the pastor's study. Lesson, Mark, In a test case, the head chemist in separated, and asked the city legislasome horses from Bowling Green, the
chapter 13.
the internal revenue bureau testified tive boards to put up for sale, one
owners of the latter stating they
that in an analysis he found that franchise *for electric, lighting ard
would surely be in the city next week
Temple Isreal.
Duffy's whisky contained no medical power, and another for street railway
and participate in the big show.
This evening at 6 o'clock there be- ingredients at all unless alcohol
be purposes. The law-making boards ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
Atoitegins Yom Kipper, or Day of
considered one.
of this city did so, and the sale of CAPSULES."
Work of Ladies.
ment, for the Jewish people, and comMrs. Anna Wright read a strong these grants were made yesterday
The ladies on the committees are
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
memorative of the event special serdoing excellent work in arranging
article by Rev. Albert Sims on the morning.
vices will be conducted tonight at
SUCH
A REPUTATION IN PArelation
for the show.
of
NIT S.
the tobacco habit to alThomas C.
In the afternoon the mayor called
Temple Isreal. Services will be concohol. The opening sentence reads, the legislative boards together, the DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS.
Leech is chairman of the committee
ducted Monday also as the event lasts
that has in charge the cismpetitive
"By the
. insatiable thirst which to- council being the first to convene. The AND MALARIA.
until 15 o'clock that afternoon, and in
drives
bacsio
by
vehicle
owners
who
will
orates, thousands are led to mayor reported the sale of the lightele
PRICE soc.
accordance with their usual custom,
contest for the handsome prizes to
drunkenness."
The statement is fol- ing and power franchise. to Mr.
there will be closed Monday the JewTAKE NO OTHER.
lowed by statistics from a variety of Bleeker for $200, and informed the
be awarded. The entries by vehicle
ish mercantile establishments of the
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
owners, are as follows; Mesdames
sources which tend to confirm it. Mr. board the purchaser had deposited
city.
Wiynn Tully, G. B. Garber, George
Joseph
Boraziond,
who
has
made
an
On
motion
the money for the grant.
for tonight's
The programme
Flournoy. O. A. Tate, Luther Gra7
exhaustive 'Study of the question, is this sale was ratified.
ceremon'es is as follows:
• ham, William Wright, I. D. Wikox,
quoted as saying that "Gigantic as
The mayor then reported he had
‘1. Organ Prelude.
Oscar L Gregory. Victor J. Voris,
are the evils arising from the use of
DRUG STORES.
sold to George C. Wallace for $2o,
Kol nid-re—(Day of God)-.'AnJames Glauber, James Segenfelter,
strong drrnlr, those of tobacco excient Jewish hymn solo—Mrs. Jim
the street car franchise. This was
C. L. Van Meter and 'Misses Myrceed them."
& Jackson Sta. phone 237,
Weille.
ratified also. There was then read a
tle and Helen Decker, Clara Thomp& Clay Sts., phone
Miss H. E. Brooks presented a resolution adopted at a meeting•of
3.Venislach.
son, Frances Tempest Herndon,
number
of
current
facts.
She
began
the street railway directors at 11
4. Wajjomer adore!.
Irene Scott, Martha Leech and
by calling at ntion to.a recent ad- o'clock yesterday morning, at which
5. Borechu.
Ethel Brooks.
dress by Rev. Anna H. Shaw
the time they voted to relinquish their MIIIIIIIENZMZEINIIIII=11111=11111111111111
6. Schma jisrael.
Ars. Leech also has charge of the
subject of "ra e suicide." The speaker old franchise, under Abich the cars
7. Kivajom.
grand march of vehicles, and in addenies the charge that women are were operated, and there 'also conThe recollection of the quality of
8. Hynms—Yealeh.
KILLED BY A TRAIN.
dition to the above vehicle drivers
becoming
unwilling
to
assume
the
reour
prescriptions remains long after
Kullom.
Veal
plant.
On
Q.
duct the lighting and power
who will compete for the prizes, the
sponsibilities of motherhood. She decision of the council this resolution the price is forgotten.
TO. Kionn animeeho.
7.—Wm.
Central
Oct.
City,
Ky.,
following will participate in the paSolo—Fear Not, 0 Isreal—Mrs. said. ''The real cause of race de- of relinquishment was filed and made
rade: Mesdames Louis Rieke, James Deweese, twenty-two years old, wink
cadence is not the fact that fewer
David Flournoy.
Central
yards
switching
in
Illinois
the
a part of the municipal records.
Rudy, Robert B. Philbps. Thomas G.
children are born, but the more fearSermon—Rabbi
Lovitch.
boardhere,
footing
white
missed
Ns
This finishing this business with
Leech, Laura Fowler, Birdie CampI:Neu—Miss ha hart and Mr. E. ful fact that, of those born, lb few the council, the aldermen were called
Tel. 756.
bell, J. G. Br(x)lust Robert L. ing an engine and fell in aunt of it,
7th and Broadway.
live." After discussing the great need
S. Bagby.
to order and they concurred In every
Reeves, Jacob Wallerstein, Charles his legs and arms being crushed,
Prescriptions
called
for
better
sanitary
and
delivregulations
she
of
Wloatrachnu, On that day.
thing the lower board had ddne.
Kite:, Clarence Sherrill, William causing his death.
edits,
-It
is
infinitely
more
important
charge
anywhere
ered
in
ths
free
of
Adon Olom.
1104cs. W. Armour Gardner, James
Mr. Bleeker and his associates will
that a child shall be well born and
Postlude.
contest.
the
for
shape
city.
G. Utterback, George Powell, Curt C. into excellent
well reared than that more children next Saturday pay over the money
Those already in the entries are:
Covington, David
Mi. Flournoy.
shall
be born, ilt is better that one for the street railway, steam heating
It is definitely announced from
James P. Sleeth, If. P. Sights. Cliff Hattie Hennehmger, John Campbell,
well
born
child shall live than that and gas plants and take complete pos
Waehington
that
Secretary
Taft
will
Budd, C. L. Van Meter, Joseph I... Leslie' Warren, Robert Mills, Henry
two shall be born and one dies in session of same. That is the date
control
of
have
the
canal.
It
Isthmus
OvLucie
Friedman ,W. R. Mille. and Misses Leslie, Belie V. O'Brien,
their cption expires, and they expect
was thought that this job could be infancy."
Elizabeth
Sinnott. Emma Riled, erby, Susie Dabney, William liughes,
to close up the deal then.
Miss
Brooks
also
gave
an
account
put
uprn
Secretary
Root,
but
he
deHeri3urnett,
Carlyne and Vary K. Sowell, Jeanette Lucien Burnett, Henry
clined to have anything to do with of "he Subway Inn which was opened
Campbell, Comic Grundy, Ruth Weil bert E.vetts, Helen Van Meter, Fowover a year ago with prayer by Bish- chase the devil at the same time."
the work.
Thomas
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
ler Post. Morgan Dorris,
and Henrietta Koger.
op Potter, in New York City, al"A saloon is a place for drink, not
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
The colors for the grand parade Corbett.
A gang cf New York police raided though an indecent picture was hang- worship."
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
will be blur, red, yellow and white,
"Religion follows rum; it does not
a pool room in that place and were ing on the wall. The affair, it will be
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUMusicale Drill.
and in lining up for the procession,
go
with it hand in hand. A man BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
remembered,
was
undertaken
to
prove
driven
ammonia.
out
by
the
use
of
Another feature that promises] to
the party leads off with the two seatto the "temperance fanatics" and the thinks of religion the morning aftcr." WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
•
ed rigs drawn by two horses, and be very beautiful and interesting is They rallied, howeier, and got the rest of the world that a saloon prop'You can not boom drink and tern- FECT HEALTH.
entire
pool mom force and patrons.
will be followed with two seated rigs the "musicale drill" being gotten up
eily
conducted
is
a
too."
conservator
of
peranc.e
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
B.
Ripen
?dirs.
of
dran by one horse, then the phaetons, under direction
good
"Running
a saloon by telling the STORES.
morals
the
and
a
benefactor
to
Massachueetts
The
democrats
of
• W then'buggies and then those riding. Phillips,- Dr. Victor Voris is drilling
poor laboring man by furnishing him people of the deadly effects of rum
It is desired that all those who are the participants who, will be: Misses have their state ticket all complete a proper place to spend his evenings. is like telling a man to please buy
going to participate in the parades Louise Cox, Martha Leh, Jane bat the man for governor. They are
Him—Shall we get married? Wer—
Unfortunately or fortunately, the poison because the undertaker needs
we their colors one week from to- Morris, Helen Decker, Belie Cave, at sea for a suiiable man for the first scheme has
t
shall. What you do is of no/inmoney."
porven
a
failure,
its
prornot.tow, so as to tend a gala effect Anna Nagy Yeieer, Ella Sanders, Nell office.
moters losing over $15,000 by the .
"The best patron of a saloon is terest to me.—Cleveland Leader.
4 te5 tte city, to as great an extent as Holland, Marjorie Crambaugh, Lillie
When King Edward was Prince of
•
Fire 'in New York destroyed two centure. Mr. W. H. lohnson. Jr., the the man with the biggest thirst, not
May Winstead, Ethel Morrow, JeanposUble.
most religion. Wales he was known in familiar
with
the
enman
business
who
was
an
the
manager,
not
several
houses,
driving
blocks
of
MJay
Hills,
Blanche
ette Campbell,
Bishop Potter can't dedi- circles as "Teddy Wales."
Davis, Elizabeth Sinnott; Mesdames hundred tenants, but there was no thusiastic supporter of the plan at That's why
Children's Drill.
Gov. Toole, of Montana, has honplace."
start,
says
milcate
my
the
it
woutd
take
ten
loss
was
property
loss
The
of
life.
and
Wilcox
The children's musicale drill prom- George Flournoy, I, D.
ored
the requisition Thf Gov. Mickey,
when
Doxology
sang
the
lion
"They
dollars
to
make
it
succeed.
ises to be one of the most entertain- Robert Phillips; Messrs S. A. fowler $10`,00ts.
Nebraska, for Pat Crowe.
sing,
of
We'll
the
place.
opened
party
they
The
who
purchased
the
fixtBen
ing and spirited affairs during *he Hehry ktiely, Frank Davis,
ures and etoeic and is conducting the "Heres to good old wine."
show, as already quite & humber pf Frank, J. B. Bleecker, E. R. Adittns, It is rumored at Springfield,
Owe in tilt good old way has hung • The National W. C. T. U. convendecided
that
ex-Bovernot
Yates
hag
Gus'
Iverson,
entries have been tuide„ 011(1, pros- Earl Norton, Walter
tion will be held ,at. Los Angeles.
up a card with the following."
pects for many more are 'very bright. Thompson, Jos. L. Friedman, Will nOt to eontest senatorial honors with
is
thirst
Cali., October 27 to November 1,
biggest
with
the
man
"The
Phififill;
det116m.
Mr. Saunders Fowler is drilling the Rudy,. Arthur Martin R. B.
patron."
may
beet
1905.
Fred
Paxton,.
" Office
Edwin
J.
Wilcox,
D.
1
1
,
children every day or two at the
A special train will leave Chicago,
"Rum and religion won't mix, any
4 baseball grounds where the Horse Wade, Charles Allcott, Arthur rv- 'Abraham St•triffer, of New York,
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
October 18, and the fare for the
more than oil and water."
ShaW will be given, and the young eret, Ifed Ashbrook, 0. L. Gregory, part owner of a failed bank in Alam1
Telephone 270.
and
trip will be $62.5o.
follow
the
Lord
round
can
not
"You
missing.
Col.,
nsa,
is
4
folks are gradually gettibg themselves James Langstaff and Ed Clark.
The town of Benton, twenty miles
below here on the N. C. & St. L. railroad, will by the first of next year
have one of the finest hotels ever
constructed for a city so small. The
building will be three stories in
heightb, of brick construction, and
strictly up-to-date for the purposes
intended. In another column it is
said the project was dropped, but it
is taken up and is now being carried
through.
The company to build the hotel is
now being organized by Hon. Mike
Oliver, the leading attorney of that
city, who will probably be president
of the concern, as the other stockholders are urging him to accept the
position. The promoters have not
yet definitely decided upon the name
of the company to put up the hostelry, but probabilities are it will be
"The Benton Improvement come
patty." The capital stoat will be Po,000, which is the amount of the cost
of hotel, that will go up on the plot
of ground where W. M. Cole's livery
stable formerly stood, and which
stable was destroyed by the fire that
wiped out that block several weeks
ago.
The hotel will front on the main
street, and run back to the next
square. The abutting square it low er than the main street, and this will
give room enough to put a big basement uadet,neath the hostelry that
ground floor to be used as a storage
warehouse. f
The stock has 1114 been subscribed
with exception of a few hundred
dollars,.knd this will shortly be completed and contracts let for the buildMg which hai to be finished by the
first of next year.
There will be thirty-two bed rooms
in the building, besides the dining
hall, o4404tejors, reception rooms
and other quarters.

Rev. John S. Cheek, Colonel Joseph Potter and Mr. Harry Lukens pf
the Frst Baptist church, leave Tuesday for Blandville, Ky., to attend the
annual meeting of the West Union
Baptist association which convenes
at that place Wednesday and hold's a
three days sesison. The association
comprises all the Baptist churches of
McCracken and Batlard counties,
and delegates will be in attendance
from each congregation.
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Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

BACON'S

7th
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Lemon Chill Tonic

Ii. T. Hessig. M.D.

f
4

Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best) Kenttucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

Second and Ohio Streets.

C. M. BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254
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SAVEQ HIM

BOTH HAD GUNS

SEEMS WORRIED

BIG BUSINESS

WORK
PERHAPS ENGINEER J. T. ARMSTRONG TRANSACTED
BAKER . HUMPHREY . AND DISCREET
BY
ILLINOIS
SAVED HICKMAN COUNTY
SHOWS NO IMPROVING
BUTCHER ROGERS COME
CENTRAL THE PAST
A LYNCHING.
SIGNS AT ALL.
TOGETHER.
YEAR.

Both Wont After Their Gums, but Jim Hale, the Negro Bey Conaned Engineer Edward Cloonan Has Never Road Has 667 Miles Double Track—
Yet: Been Captured—Excursion
Here Got Swift Trial and
Friends listerfered and Prevented
Dividends Paid Amount to
Seven Years.
Today Out of Mayfield.
Farther Trouble.
$6,652,800.

CARPUS AND
MAITINOSI

Engineer J. 1'. Armstrons is still
It took an unusual feat in discretion
For a while it looked as if there
According to the fifty-fifth annual
ws_uld be "something doing" yester- on the part of the court authorities conkned at the railroad hospital, and report of the directors to the stockLot of China Matting, heavy quality
••• ..... 12%0
day in front of the Columbia build- of Hickman to save Jim Hale, ci,lora does not evidence any great improve- holders of the Illinois • Central railments.
doctors
The
notice
he
is
that
cd,
:being
from
lynched, and the
Lot of China hfatting, better quality
road company just issued for the fising. opposite The Register, on Broad150
way between Fifth and Sixth :treets. mea, b resorted to in gaining this end undergoing great mental worry about cal year which ended June 30, 1905,
I Lot of Jointless Matting, worth 25C, for
20e
Guns played the prominent part in by the officers was something that something and this is having a bad this corporation has just passed
the incident, and for a while it seem- has not happened around these parts effect upon his physician condition. through a prosperous year and is enLot of Jointless Matting worth 35c, for
250
ed as it some shocting would occur. for many years and is quite out cf Ile gets a little better, bet is not re- tering another with bright prospects.
Lot
of
Japanese
Matting,
worth
The participants in the quarrel were the ordinary, to say the least. Hale covering very rapid!y.
The feature of the report is the ex4oc, for
300
air. W. J. 'Humphrey, proprietor a as given a sentence of seven yitar;
cess of income over the expenses of 5 Bolts
Ingrain
Carpet,
worth
75c, for
Still At Large.
600
the Vienna bakery in the Columbia in the penitentiary, and never left the
operation and taxes, which amounts
It seems that Engineer' Edward
building, and Mr. I. N. Rogers, the train at Hickmaa, where the court
to $17,158,451.38.
5 Bolts All-Wool Ingrain Carpet, worth 85c, for
Cloonan has made good his escape, as
butcher at the Ideal Maiket, conduct- %%2S held in the baggage coach.
The average number of miles operhe
has never yet been arrested by the
Hale some weeks ago went to the
-ed by Mr. Henry Biederman, two
ated during the year was 4,373. The 5 Bolts Union Carpet, worth 5oc, for
400
police
who want him for cutting the
home of a well known fanely out in
.doors frs- m the bakery.
gross
receipts
traffic
from
were
$49,5 Bolts Cotton Carpet, worth aoc, for
throat of Harry Allen several weeks
35(
It seems that the sons of the two that county, told the husband a cerago, because the latter resented an 508,649; expenses of operation, $33,tain
man
wanted
2ne mile dcwn
5 Boltz Granite Carpet, worth pc, for
men had a fight Friday. Ye:terday
taxes,
084,267;
$2,027,448
($35,1/1,706,)
250
insu!ting -remark the engineer made
at noon Rogers met Humphrey ,near the road, and in thii manner got the about
making the income from traffic, $14.a
cousin
of
Mr.
Allen.
The
5
Styles
Lace
Curtains,
worth
for
$z.,,
their place sof business and told Hum man away from the holt e. Hale gaping wound
980
has about healed now 396, 943, added to which net receipts
phrey that the little Roger boy said then assaulted the' wife wls, was left and Nfir. Allen
sale
from
of
income
and
land,
$2,487,
4
Styles
Lace
Curtains,
worth
$e
65,
for
is none the worse. If
$1.25
Humphrey made the butcher's boy alone. He was captured and Sheriff the knife had sunk a
25th of an inch from investments and miscellaneous, 15 Styles Lace
Curtains,
worth
from
get down on his knees and apclogize Evans 1.ad a hard time kcep.Ing the farther into his throat, the
$t so to Woo a Pairjugular $2,759,019, gives an excess of income
to the Humphrey boy because of the mob 07 bins, as they were e:stermin- vein would have been
over expenses of operation and taxes,'Lot of Window Shade., worth 34c, for
and
severed
29
290
fight. The Rogers boy also claimed ed to Isaieh Hale. Finally r.ey agreed death resulted.
$17,158,451.
Lot of Window Shades, worth ese. for
that Mr. Humphrey held a club and not tc do so if Mac was taken on to
Deducting from this $3,938,470 in390
threatened him if he did not apolo- the Hickman jail ard locked up. The
terest on funded debt, and St. Louis r Lot of
Excursion Today.
Fancy
Window
Shades,
worth
for.
75c,
sheriff started as ii :o go that way,
490
gize t.c. the baker's son.
This morning at 8:3o o'clock an ex- division prior lien bonds and $2,084.On being approached with this ac- but after disapacar'ng from sight of cursion train leaves Mtayfield over 639, rent of subsidiary railroads, incusation by the butcher, Baker Hum- the infuriatrd people, he made a cir- the Illinois Central railroad, and cluding interest on bonds, makes the
phrey denied it and said it was a cuitous route atisl drove overland to passes through here for Louisville. net income $10,135,341. Adding $1,mistake as he never did anything of Paducah with Hale, who was locked The special leaves the Falls City at 225,766 surplus dividend fund, gives
the kind. Rogers called the baker up for safekeeping until last Wed- 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon and gets the amount available
$11,361,108.
a liar and struck him. Humphrey nesday when Sheriff Evans returned here about midnight enroute back The dividends paid amounted to $6,then ran back to his bakery after his for him and took the accu ed back to to- Mayfield. It is the cheapest ex- 652,800. There was set aside for betgvn, while Rogers dashed into the Hickman. In speaking ef the expediti cursion run out of Mayfield this yew, terment, $1,683,886.
Ideal Market for his revolver also. ous maseer its wh:cll justice was dis- the fare for found trip being only
The following increases are mennegro take.. to the $2.50.
rd
Mr. Humphrey returned on the side- pense e
tioned in the report:
Hi-k-ran !riper arwalk with his, waiting kr Butcher penitt:'..iary.
Gross receipts from traffic', 12,677,Rogers, and as the latter wis com- riving yesterday said:
514; expenses of operation, $291,00e:
To circumvent a pu;.ible lynching
ing Out of the door he sees headed
taxes, $85,017; income from traffic,
off by Dr. J. G. Brooks and Rev. party Judge Bugg introduced a new
$2,3o1,450; excess of income over exW. E. Cave. who were passing at ;cativie in criminal purisprudence here
penses of operation and taxes, $2,346,
the time. They urged Rogers nct to yesterday by meeting the i:1ó train
-148; fixed charges, $1,077,033; net inThen come here for the ring.
come out for fear a killing would pc the depot with a jury and the nec- TOM M'CAIN BECAME A RAV- come, $1,269,414 .
essary
court
officers
and
and
ING
then
MANIAC
IN
FEW
We have many beautiful engagehappen. Finally both men were perThe company now has 667 miles of
negro
DAYS.
suaded to go about their business and there on the siy- t trying the
tdroauclal
k.e track and 72 miles of third
ment rings—sparkling with purJ:m Hale. charged with a criminal
put away their guns.
asatilt upon a woman, a crime still
ity
and prices are as low as perGreat excitement was occasioned
fresh, in the minds of the people.
Jailer James. Johnson Here Yesterby the incident and for a while it
fect jems can be sold for.'"
To save the negro from being lynch
day Enroute Home From Hopceeired a; if a tragedy would occur.
ed at the time Sheriff John Evans
spirited him out cf the county and
landed him safely in the Paducah jail.
Last week the grand jury indicted the
Jailer James Johnson, of Benton, THIS AFFAIR WILL PROBABLY
negro and it wa- stated by one in au- arrived
here yesterday en route home
BE GIVEN WEDNESthority that the case would not be from
Hopkinsville where he and
DAY NEXT.
tried this term on account of public Sheriff Dave
Reeves took Tom McSEVERAL PADUCAHANS TO AT- feeling against the negro.
Cain to the lunatic asylum. McCain
TEND STATE DEVELOPThe plan which Was successfully is the man who
shot his brother J. Odd Fellow Delegates Leave TomorMENT CONVENTION.
carried cut yesterday, was hit upon, Critt McCain one evening
last week
row for Shelbyville to Attend
we presume. by Judge Bugg and was at the latter's home
near Hams
the
and Lodes.
made feasiBle by the accommodation which is six miles
out from Beitaoza.
Messrs. Flournoy and Decker Down of the I. C. railroad. Sheriff Evans
It is slated that for some night*
for Speeches—Hon. Mike Oliver
was sent to Paducah Wednesday with suspicious characters have
lurked
It is probable that the smoker by
Goes From Benton.
orders to bring the prisoner to Clin- annund the home of Tom McCain,
the Order of Eagles will be held next
ton on the 1:16 p tn. passenger train. and that one evening
parties inter- Wednesday evening at the Knights
with the understanding that the pris- cepted the prowler.
Crit McCain of Pythias hall on 'Broadway near
Tom- rrow night Lawyer J. Camp- oner would plead guilty to the charge then wetat to his brother Tom McCain
bell Flournoy and Secretary D. W. against him. The "court" was at the Cain anal told the latter that the Fifth street. The arrangement comCoons, of the Commercial club, will depot when the train arrived, and lurking individual was the man who mittee is now preparing for the enjoyable affair, during which time a
leave for Louisville to attend the climbed into the baggage car, which married Tom
MkCain's adopted
State.Development cc nvention which had been set in order for the trial. daughter. Tom McCain did not be- fine orchestra will famish music,
will be held at the Galt House. Pres- Clerk Kemp read the indictment and lieve this, and got angry to the ex- de'icious supper served and a general good time arranged for everybody.
ident A. J. Decker, of the Commer- an attorney having been appointed tent that the feeling towards his
This is the date about. decided on
citl club, goes up atso, but will not to defend the negro, a plea of guilty brother became bitter.
by those selected to get up the afhis
read
judge
entered.
The
was
be able to leave until Tuesday at
Last Wednesday the two brothers
fair.
noon. These are the only ones of charge, the lawyers in the case did attended the circus at Benton, met
Classes open Oct. loth Studio 124 South Seventh Street.
1
the delegates selected from here who not care to make any speeches (at and had words, but were separated.
Telephone 726.
I
Eailes
Home.
will be able to attend, the others lea-t,-did not make any) and the jury Afterwards Tom McCain went to his
4-ii».-•.-:-:-:-:•-:-:-:-1-/-1-1-1-1-1÷4-1-1.-14-t - 4-4-1-4-4*4-14-1-14-4÷1-:-+-!-!-:local
committee
the
The
from
car
the
the
end
other
of
to
retired
brothers home, that is on the adjoinchosen for that purpose being J. E.
Englert, Pete Reeves, Eugene Harris, and quickly assessed the highest pen- ing farm to his and renewing the lodge that has in hand the question
something towards getting
Monree Baldry, Jesse Harper, Nor- alty (seven years in the penitentiary) trouble. Crit MeCain was shot. Tom of being
the Eagles to locate here their Widreturn
the
Upon
accused.
against
the
McCain
drinking
was
at
the
time,
and
Bet Bryant, of McCracken county,
ows and Orphans home for the naand of Paducah and the Commercial of the verdict the judge immediately when he sobered up, the shooting
tional lodge, are still working on
clerk
the
and
prisoner
sentenced
the
preyed
on
his
mind
so
that
he
lost
club, Stanley DuBois, Muscoe Burmatter, but have nothing to make
the
already
prenecessary
papers
the
had
his reason. He V1•2.1 tried Friday in
nett, Wheeler Campbell, Ed J. Paxpublic. The Eagles here are going
to
denot
signing,
order
in
for
pared
the
courts,
adjudged
a
and
lunatic,
ton, H. C. Rhodes, Sol. Dreyfus,
to enlist the aid of the Commerciali
Frank M. Fisher, George C. Wal- lay the negro on his journey to Eddy that afternoon Sheriff Reeves and
club and see if the citizens of the
and
signed
were
ville.
papers
The
Jailer
Johnson
drove
Gilbertsville
to
lace. D. L. Adams, Louis L. Bebout,
cannot raise enough money to
town
Deputies
of
charge
where they took the passenger train
C. H. Chamblin, Thomas C. Baskett, he was placed in
offer the grand lodge of the order for
and
Bynum,
carried
Ben
their
Russell
and
man
Everett
lunatic
to
the
Dr. C. E. Purcell, Louis Brownlow
the United States, and get the home
then the "come' climbed down from asylum.
and James E. Wilhelm.
located here.
Ellington
Conductor
signaled
the
car,
Mr. Flournoy at the convention is
Rufus B. Merchant. disbursing ofdewn for a speech on "The Needs of the engineer to go ahead, and the
Odd Fellows Leave.
ficer of the postoffice department,
Kentucky," while Col. Decker re- thing visa over.
Tomorrow at noon some of the
died in Washington.
sponds to "The Needs of Jackson
More than forty students were in- delegates from here will leave for
QUITE A CROWD.
Purchase." The object of the gatherjured in the annual class rush at the Shelbyville. Ky., to attend the grand
ing is to divise ways and means of
lodge of this state for Odd Fellows,
University of Wisconsin.
further developing the state.
Many Woodmen of the World Leave
while tomorrow night at 1:30 o'clock
Hen Mike Oliver, one of the delefor Metropolis Today.
the balance of the representatives
gate, from Benton, k in the city.
leave. The body opens Tuesday
and goes to Louisville Wednesday
morning at 1 o'clock and lasts for two
Quite
Woodmen
a
of
of
crowd
the
ansareting. - He- also makee an address
days.
leave
morning
on
World
the
this
the
at the gathering.
The delegates from. here are Wilsteamer Charleston for Metropolis to
liam Kraus, Jacob Searnon, Frank
participate in the unveiling ceremonMISSED BY FRIENDS.
Digel, William Gilbert, George Kelly,
ies that will be conducted &ere this
Charles Umbaugh, William Morgan
'afternoon by the lodge of that city.
and 0. T. Anderson from Mangum
Mrs. Hazlewood Has Not Been Seen The craft returns late this afternoon
bodge, while the Ingleside lodge deleon Street for Weeks.
with the delegation.
gates are L. K. Taylor, Pete BechenThe uniform rank and lodges of
bach, Charles R. Hatfield, Frank L.
The public at large and many here meet at their assembly hall this
Smith, J. T. Hutchens, W. H. Patfriends in particular have noticed for morning and go to the neighboring
terson, J. H. M'axwell and J. M. Cockthe past few weeks that Mrs. Hazle- town in a body.
rell.
-wood has not been out on the streets
greeting her friends. She is the
NATIONAL MEET.
Red Men Officers.
'harmless old creature who with a
appointive officers selected for
The
basleet on her arm solicits assistance Messrs. Mooney and Johfison Are
the Red Men's lodge by Sachem
on the streets in order to get means
Expected Home Today.
David Cross, are as follows: Robert
to live on. Despite she is persistent
B. Richardson, first stump; Harry lac.
in many instances the old soul has
Mr(ors. Claude Johnson and W. A.
Berry, second &snap; William ,Bradmany friends in the city. It is prob- Mooney are expected back today frtim
ley, guard of the forest; B. F. Benable that she has grown so weak Chicago, where they have been the
nett. guard of the wigwam; R. E.
that her condition will not permit of past week attending the national conMISS LEONA WATSON With "Herald Square Opera Comperiy„
Curd, first warrior; Mel Byrd, secher appearance on the public thor- vention of Shipwrights, Joiners and
ond warrior; T. E. Grasty, third
at The Kentucky Monday and Tuesday. Tuesday matinee.
oughfares.
Caulkers. Mr. Mooney is the delewarrior; W. M. Ross, fourth' wargate from the local order, while Mr.
riot: James Lacey, first •have; TM
"What is better, money or brains?" Johnson is editor of the Journal of
bert Artr, second brave; A. K. Purity,
6
0
"Money," answered Mr. Dustin • Labor of this city, which is the offithird brave, and Sam Robinson,
Stax. "Money can found a college, iclal publication of this national body
ENE FRORM "UNCTAD DAN'L% fourth brave.
A very large number of representabut it is mighty hard for brains to
AT THE KENTUCKY WEDNESDAY NIGHT. —I;
endow anything."—Washington Star. , tives are attending the gathering.
i
Subscribe for The Register.
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HARRY GILBERT
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POWER PLANT
THE OLD RAILWAY COMPANY
TRANSFERRED IT TO NEW
CONCERN.

TO REMOVE'
,
PIMPLES
AND
FRECKLES
In to Days, Use

CARNIVAL

NAQINOLA
The Complexion Beautifier

ON RETURN OF MR. HECHT
FIGURES CAN BE ASCERTAINED.

Next Saturday Night a General Meeting Will Be Held By the Traveling Men.

Articles of Incorporation Were Filed
for the "Paducah Pottery Company."
•• '4
'N•F'
'
,
•
'.ç,

In i the county clerk's office yesterday there was filed for record a deed
wherein the Paducah Railway and
Light company transfers to the Paducah City Railway a piece of property siting on North Second between Jefferson and Monroe streets.
During July, 1902, the first mentioned
concern transferred all its property
to the party of the second party, bat
by oversight omited. the North Second street ground whereon stands the
railway's power plant, so this supplemental deed is executed.
--Power Of Attorney.
A document svas lodged with the
clerk wherein the Fidelity Trust company conferred power of attorney to
Charley WIheeler and Henra Hughes
to release a mortgage the trust company holds on property here in the
city.

&,
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THE NADINOLA GIRL
(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
No change in formula or package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation confused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money %oil be refunded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorationa, black-heads, disfiguring. eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in 20 days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Incorporating Articles.
Price so cts and $voo. Sold in
There was filed yesterday with the each city by all leading druggists, or
clerk the articles of incorporation for by mail.
the "Paducah Pottery company", ,
Prepared only by.
which is the J. Andy Bauer plant under the re-organization. The capital
stock is $too,000, divided into $0000
Sold in Paducah by all leading
shares of $too each, and subscribed
druggists.
for as follows; J. Andy Bauer sat
shares, Ge8rge C. Bauer to shares
and J. C. Porter to shares.

NATIONAL TOILET CON, Paris, Tenn,

Property Transferred.
Land lying in the county has been
sold by Charles T. Trueheart to W.
F. Morris for $1.400. and the deed
lied for record with the clerk.
R. S. Bennett sold to Carrie S.
Davis for Saco, property on the South
Side of Woodward street.
D. K. Avant sold to Fannie H.
Avant for $1 and other considerations, property on the East side of
South Sixth near Ohio street.
Steve Ginn bought from Luella M
Good for $412.50, property out in the
county.
John Murray and wife transferred
tn the city of Paducah, property so
el/ the city could open a street running
on South Seventh 650 feet beyond
Husbands street.

•

Licensed To Marry.
itarriage licenses were issued by
the clerk to the following parties:
J. MI Clark. aged 311, of Lovelacevine, and Zada Hines, aged 21, of
Mame; Emmet Johnson, aged at.
sad Lala Jones, aged to, of this city.
A Colored couple procuring a license to a ed was Willie Howard, aged
at, and Alice Mloore, aged 21, of the
city.
'Executor Resigned.
L. G. Graham resigned trothe court
as executor of the will of Sallie
Elrod.
a
McFadden Rotate.
At the request of Hettie, Perry,
Robert, James and Elittara McFadden, the estate of the late Ndah McFadden was ordered into the hands
of F. E. Metzger, the latter to offi
ciate as administrator.
Fifth street Property.
Samuel Fels transferred to Clara
Redder Hecht for Si and other considerations property at Fifth and Adams streets.

New Trial Given.
judge Lightfoot yesterday granted
a nevi, trial to Arthur Jones, the
young fellow last week given four
month in the county
jail on the
charge of stealing $s at the New
•/ Richmond hotei from Proprietor
Bud Dale's room. On deciding to
give the young fellow anotaer hearing, the judge then set the proeeedilia down for November i3th for trial
• and
let Jones go on his own personal
bond.
kissing Is Healthy.
(Leslie's Weekly.)
With feelings of unmixed joy we
chronicle- the fact that a distinguished French physician has gone against
his colleagues and actually stood hl)
for hulking. Far from being harmful,
it is wholesome. The inistktoe practice encouraged by enlightened practitioners the year round. kisses carry
I microbes, of course. , So much the
better, says this amiable authority.
The interchange of certain bacilli is
a laudable and healthful practice. In
kissing it is not so' much the bad
microbes as the beneficent omit that
are exchanged. These good bitterint', as is well known, are not only
favorable, but essential to digestion.
If we were to sterilize the inner
, man, completely killing the, white
with the black steep among our colonies of bacilli, we should instantly
die. Now, by exchanging our friendly microbes we stimulate them, Kissing, therefore, is a natural therepeutic
custom, the jolly physician concludes,
and who knows but what some day
• the kissing cure will be ordered fo:
dyspepeis foy up-to-date physician.?

TELEPHONE CASE

i

JUDGE SANDERS CONTINUES
IT UNTIL TOMORROW
MORNING.

Work on Kentucky Avenue Continues Going Forward In an Uninterrupted Manner.

In the police court yesterday morn
ing the only case before the judge
was that charging the East Tennessee Telephone company with tearing up Kentucky avenue without authority and putting underneath the
street surface their underground conduits. The proceeding was-continued
because the lawyers are not yet reaty
to try same.
The telephone work continues going forward on the avenue and in the
alley, without hindrance, just as" if
the company owned the 'nth
eet
and had a perfect right trf do like
they have been illegally doing for
months.
One city authority said yesterday
that it looked as if the company owned the town, and he thought it was
time for all others to move out, as
the laws were not obeyed by the
company, and the worst sif all was
that Maiyor Veiser and the balance
dillied-dallied along with the company, said they were not incliqed to
persecute any one or corporation,
but notwithstanding this it has taken
the officials years to work themselves
up to a point where tbey evidence the
semblance of an inclination to make
the company obey laws.
The fight is now on and it will be
a warm one until the question is
derided.
•

FAIR PLAY.

A group of drummers were trading
yarns on the subject of' hospitality,
when one, a iittle Virginian with a
humorous eye aid a delightful drawl,
took np his parable thus'
"I was down in Louisiana last
month traveling 'cross country with
S. J. Carey (the same bsing Stonewag Jackson C. at your service)
when we got lost in a mighty lonescone sort of road just about dark.
We rode along a right good piece
after sundown, and when we saw a
light ahead, liii tell you it looked first
rate. We drove up to the light, findin' twas a house, and when I hollered
like a lost calf the man came out anl
we asked him to take us in for the
night. He looked at us mightly hard,
then said. 'Wall, I reckon I kin stand
it if you kin.' So we unhitched, went
in, and found 'twas only a two-room
shanty and just swarmin' with children. He had six, from four to eleven years old, and as there didn't seem
to be but one bed, me an' Stony was
wonderin' what in thunder would becdme of us.
"They gave us supper, good hog
and hominy, the best they had, and
then the old woman put the two
youngest kids to bed. 'They went
straight to sleep. Then she took those
out, laid them over in the corner, put
the next two to bed and so on. After
all the chtlfiren were asleep on the
floor, the old folks went in the other
room and told us we could go to bed
if we wanted to, knd, bein' powerful
tired out, we did.
"Well, sir, the next morning when
we woke up we were lying over iu
the corner with the kids, and the old
man and the old VIM1Man had the bet"
—Lippinciatt'a.
ihalhicsihe for The Regbille,

Until the return from New York
this week of Mir. Sim Hecht, it cannot be known just exactly how the
traveling merf came,out on their carnival of week before last. Mr. Hecht
was the treasurer for the Paducah
promoters and handled all the cash,
much of which he paid out, therefore
until he gets back the festival people
cannot accurately estimate their profits. He is expected back the last
of this week.
.
It cannot yet be told but it is
thought the Charity club will, get
about $150 as their half of the net
proceeds taken in at the American
Inn. There was considerable of an
expense attached to_ this establishment, and all this has to be liquidated
before the profits are divided.
Mr. Fred Roth, the undertaker who
drew the prize of a free course at the
Central Business college, has trans- 1
ferred the -course to a young lady
who is taking advantage of same. Mr.
Roth did not desire to avail himself
of the course, and presented it to the
other, which is satisfactory to the
college which agreed to this when
the prize was offerred at the Country
store drawings.
Next Saturday night a general
meeting of the traveling men will
be held, at which time a full report
will be made as to the carnival results. The travelers will then take
up the question of establishing their'
clubhouse, here in this city for benefit of their members.
Last night The Parker Amuserpent people, who furnished the attraction • here,
left Hopkinsville
where they have been the past week.
They went to Clarksville where a
festival will be given this week.

The genuine usefulness and convenience of a

McDougall ;iiitchen Cabinet
will make your

DISTILLERY COST
FRANK BARNARD IS SUPPOSED TO PAY THE MONEY
THIS WEEK.

tchcn wed: so ea-

that you wi'l have plenty of time for other household

duties, and for recreation besides.
A McDougall Kitch!n Cabinet will do for you what system does for the office, for McDougall
Kirchen Cabinets are desigted expressly to make kitchen work easy by having a regular and conveniest place for everything used in preparing a meal. They save half the time ordinarily used
in kitchen work, by having everything needed within instant reach of the hand, without the
taking of a single step.

Cash Will Be Distributed Among the
Creditors of the Dr. Hessig
Bankruptcy Case.

McDougall Kitchen Cabines are mouse proof and dust proof; they have places for pots, kett'es and pans; bins for flour, meal, sugar and salt; cans for pepper and spices; cupboards for.
dishes, drawers for table linen, cutlery and the many things needed in the kitchen work; most

If there is closed this week the sale
of the Hessig distillery in Mechanicsburg, a dividend will be declared
shortly for benefit of parties holding
claims against the bankrupt, Dr. Hessig. Lawyer Cecil Reed is one of the
trustees for the estate and said yesterday that he thought the distillery
money would be paid in within a
few days.
When Dr. Hessig was forced into
into bankruptcy, his distillery was
put up for sale and bought by Mir.
Frank Barnard of Smithland. who
gave something like $9,000 for the
place. In baying theisplace Mir. 'Barnard paid $soo cash to bind the trade.
and executed bond for the balance of
the purchase price, giving the late Ff.
A. Rose as surety on his bond.
This bond fell due the t5th of last
month, and on that date the balance
of the $9,000 was due, but an extension in time was given Mr. Barnard
in which to pay the sum, and he is
expected to do that this week.
This will be the first money gotten
in from the estate and it will be distributed among the creditors, in pro-portiondthe individual accousas bear
to the ntire indebtedness of Hessig.
Preparations are now being made
by the trustees of the estate to se"
several other pieces of property belonging to Dr. Hessig. These latter
be disposed of and the money
taken to satisfy a note Mrs. Catherine Hessig holds against Dr. Hessig,
who is he. son.
The distillery in Mlechanicsburg
has lain idle every since the owner
was forced into bankruptcy.
The Telemobiloskop.

styles have clasets for china and glassware.
You should actually use one of these cabinets in your own home to appreciate what timesavers and work-savers they really are.
IF YOU WILL CALL AT THIS STORE ANY TIME AND SEE THE SPLENDID DISPLAY OF M'DCUGALL KITCHEN CABINETS, YOU CAN SELECT THE VERY ONE
YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE FOR 30 DAYS' TRIAL IN YOUR OWN HOME
and if at the end of that time there is any reason why you are not satisfied with the cabinet
and do not wish to keep it, you can return it. The cabinets range in price from $15.75 to $54.
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NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well,stocked hardware department for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Graniteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.

Consul Bardel, of Bamberg, Germany, reports the invention of the
telemobiloskop by a resident of DusBeing buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadseldorf, an apparatus which is said
to have gained the special attention
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
of German maritime circles.
The
telemobiloskop is to enable the pilot
Dont buy before calling and seeing .our varied stock.
of a ship, in foggy weather, to discover the nearness of another vessels
even if the pilot of the other vessel
neglects to give signals by which he
could make himself heard. The apparatus works automaticly, so that
after it is (nye adjusted nothing
whatever has to he done until a ship
is discovered by it, when, by an tots
important manual action, the near-,
ness of the other ship can be diselne-1
ed. The invention is based on the
principle that electric waves, snoh as
are used by wireless telegraphy, are
reflected the moment they strike meHow About This?
Among the plans for the celebra- the great philosopher and patriot
tallic objects in their course, while
Philadelphia.
in
standing
now
anniverhundredth
otherwise they continue on their jour- tion of the two
(Washington, Mo., Times.)
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Rehkopt Saddler)/ Co.,

Paducah, Kentucky.

109 South 2nd Street,
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A PRESCRIPTION
Is the medium through
which you regain health,
strength and vitality, from
an impaired condition of
the body. Men have mastered the secrets of Nature, to produce this "Medium."
These men are
called Doctors and Druggists. Some Drug Stores
are called
Commercial
Drug Stores. In this class
of stores, Adulteration and
Substitution is practiced
for commercial reasons.
The evils of this practice
are too well known to
mention here.
Our label is a symbol
of the highest standard of
Prescription work

ABOUT THE PEOPLE SEVERAL Wm

MIR WANTS

When You're Hot ahd fired

Mr. Samuel T. Hubbard yesterday CITY ENGINEER WASHINGTON
FOR SALE—A pair of young setTHERE IS NOTHING THAT WILL MAKE A NEW
TRYING TO GET SEWERretarned from a trip to Water Valters. Apply at 1910 Jefferson,
MAN OF YOU SO QUICKLY AS
AGE MAN.
ley, Ky.
City Attorney Thomas B. Harrison
FOR SALE-.-On North Sixth and
returned yesterday at noon from
Boyd, one 4 and one $ room house,
Mayfield.
Mayor Yeiser Will Call Silver Serv- Inquire 1018 Trimble street.
Miss Inez Trent has returned from
ice Set Committee Together ToWater Valley, Miss., where she has
FOR
RENT—Furnished
room
morrow Afternoon.
been visiting Miss Lillian Backstron.
within three blccks of Fourth and
Mrs. GustTate has returned from
Broadway. Ring old phone 613- t.
visiting in 'W Louis.
Engineer Washington has writ
Mrs. George Broadfoot today goes
FOR RENT.—Four-room cottage
ten to a number of out-of-town civil
to Louisville and New Albany to
No. 623 Jefferson street; bath and
THIS PERFECT BEER COOLS AND REFRESHES ANW
engineers in trying to get some outvisit.
toilet. Apply to W. H. Patterson.
STRENGTHENS.
IT BUILDS UP BODY AND BRAIN.
come here and draw plans
Mk. Linn Hand, wife and 'son, of sider to
and specifications for the new sanitary
IT'S A DELICIOUS DRINK, A.FOOD AND A MEDIChicago, arrived yesterday to visit
WANTED-4ny person to distribCINE ALL ROLLED INTO ONE—NOTHING LIKE IT
Mk. and Mrs. Henry Hand, of West sewerage district. Mr. Washington ute our samples; $18.00 weekly, steaEVER BREWED.
cannot
get
up
the
because
drawings
Broadway.
dy. "Empire," 4 Wells street, ChicaMr. J. W. Bonham yesterday went his other duties keep him constantly go.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW, AND
engaged, that of looking after the
to Earlington, Ky., for a visit.
SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
•
Messrs Les Greenles and Lloyd other great amount of public work
FOR SALE—Several pieces of magoing
on
at
present.
as
Just
as
soon
Rogers yesterday returned from St.
hofigany library furniture, also hard
ASK.THE 00C1OR
he gets word from some outsider he eta! stove.
Louis.
Apply at 237 North
Mrs. Dr. Horatio Reed, of Chicago, will inform the legislative boards so Niqth street.
DRUG STORE
arrived here yesterday to visit her steps can be taken to get the than
here as soon as possible and get
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Doc Hayes.
WANTED—too working men to
Mrs. Judge Marble has returned things started off.
travel with circus. Meet agent at
Sunday Morning, Oct. 8, 1905.
from. Dawson Springs.
St. Nicholas Hotel Sunday or MonPADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Silver Service Committee.
Mr. Richard Scott is expected home
day morning.
Mayor
Yeiser
stated
yesterday
that
in a few days from New York. City.
Lawyer Charles Grassham goes to tomorrow he would see the balance
WANTED—At once, bright colorof the committeemen selected, and ed man or woman to travel for old
Marion tomorrow to attend court.
Mrs. J. S. Hubbard left- this morn- call them together in the afternoon, established firm—$r2 per week to
to take up the question of the city start. Expenses advanced. Smith,
ing to visit in Louisville.
Mrs. E. I,. Whitesides, osteopath,
Ernest karnes yesterday went allowing $5oo towards the $1,500 be- Mgr., 356 Dearborn, Chicago.
Mrs.
tog I-a Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
ing raised to buy a silver service set
to Uniontown to visit.
**id Naw 761.
for the gunboat Paducah,and present
Civil
Engineer
W.
W.
Beck,
of
the
two
WANTED — Immediately,
—CAA, Mark Cole is confined with
I. C. *ent to Louisville yesterday. same to the officers and crew of that bright men of good address and hab-an attack of illness.
Mr. Oscar Hank yesterday at :loon vessel, which is named after this mu- its for road position. Stapel line. $ao
—Mr. and Mrs. Henry isatternicipality. The.mayor does not want per week to start. Expenses advancwent
to Dawson.
john have a skew boy baby at their,.
G. E. Dalton yesterday re- to call them together for tomorrow ed. G. L Sexton, 356 Dearborn, ChiMrs.
home.,
turned to Hopkinsville, after visiting night because he has to be present cago.
—Nir. Henry Rudy is confined at
the family of Colonel Mike Griffin, at the monthly meeting of the police
We desire to call your attention to our line of GENUINE
with
his home on Kentucky avenue
and fire commissioners. If it is agreeon
Broadway near Ninth.
FOR RENT: Secon‘ and th'
WHITMAN SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARNESS, ENGan attack of throat trouble.
Judge James B. Garnett, of Cadiz, able for them to meet tomorrow af- floors of building on corner T
Dr. Lillard D. Sanders has removed
LISH RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH
CROPS, GENUINE
arrived
in the city yesterday en route ternoon the session will be held.
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
his office from the Trueheart buildHOLLY
DRIVING
WHIPS
and
FANCY
HORSE BLANKETS
The
committee is composed of the first floor suitable for business ofto Benton. where tomorrow he helps
ing to his residence‘,`0318 South Sixth'
defend Sheriff Walter Holland in the mayor, President Davis, of the al- fice at very reasonable prices. H;
street, opposite court house.
killing case against the latter. Judge dermanic board, President Ingrain Manunen, Jr.
—Today the baseball club of Prince
of the councilmanic body, City SoGarnett is at The Palmer.
ton, comes through here en route to
Mr. Aleck Craig, of Louisville, ar- licitor James Campbell, Jr., and Mr.
Metropolis to play the team there.
rived here yesterday and is at The Stanley DuBois, latter of the Com,
Eddie Brahic goes down to play with
Palmer. He is now traveling on the mercial club.
the Princeton boys.
road for a roofing concern, but was
Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets
—The first load of this season's tofor ,.everal years organize).- for the
bacco crop was brought to the city
Ohio Valley Improvement associaThere got away yesterday alteryesterday by Farmer J. W. Harris,
tion and made many friends while
noon for the Tennessee river the
01 the Hinkeville road, who Sold
here working in the interest of that
steamer Kentucky. She comes back
same to Herndon & Co. He bad
waterway association.
again
next Thursday night.
three wagons full, and got ever Spoo
N., C. & ST. L. RAILROAD SUFMessrs John B. Hobson of Central
The steamer Warren returned from
for the total.
FERED SMALL LOSS LAST
Cairo last night and lays here until 8
—Cashier Thomas Baker, of the City, M. B. Ray, of Madlitonville; W.
NIGHT.
o'clock tomorrow morning before getFirst National bank, is ill, but not B. Duncan. of Greenville, and Geo.
ting out on her return to that city.
dangerously so, as erroneously report Atkinson. of Earlington, were in the
city yesterday. All of them are coal
The Henry Harley left yesterday
cd in the afternoon papers.
Spark Ignited Roof of the Stable at for Evansville. She gets back here
—There has been received here in- dealers and mine operators.
the George C. Wallaica Horne
Mr. A. L. Teta, a telephone man of
again Tuesday.
vitations announcing that Octohtir
on North Ninth.
igth, Miss May Belle Tupper anti M. Nashville, Tenn., is at The Pakner.
The Bob Dudley comes in today
Mk.isadOre Klein, the leatherworkfrom Nashville and leaves at noon
Warner Marshals will wed at the
tomorrow for Clarksville.
First Baptist church in Philadelphia. ing drummer, yesterday returned
This morning a few minutes before
Late tomorrow night there comes
The bride is the daughter of Rev. from a trip through Illinois.
Kerr Tutiper, who was pastor of the
Mr. Oce Alexander, the drummer 1 o'clock the sand house 410 dile -N., from the Tennessee river the steamer
First Baptist church here a number for the furniture factory, returned C. & St. L. railroad yards -caught !Clyde. She lays here until e o'clock
fire and was de-buoyed at a loss . of Wednesday afternoon before getting
of years ago.
yesterday from a trip to Texas.
—Elsie, the girl of Mr. George
away on her return trip.
MIss Mary Louis Berry, of Mot.- several hundred dollars.
Smith, of 1735 South Sixth street. ganfield, is here.visiting her brother, The sand house stands about fifty
The City of '9altillo will leave St.
has scarlet fever at their home
feet from the roundhouse which is Louis tomorrow afternoon and gets
Mr. Harry Berry,
Mrs. Lee Andrews and child have out in the yard bounded by the block ihere Wednesday morning on her way
gone to Wickliffe to visit relatives of Sixth, Seventh, Nerton and Jones !to the Tennessee river.
INTERURBAN MAN.
for several weeks.
street., The house where is kept the
Mir. W. J. Buckley Well Pleased With
AGED MINISTER DIED.
Mr. James Clements has returned sand used by the engines, is frame
Paducah and Vicinity.
from a drumming trip through the and about 20x30 feet in dimensions.
Knoxville, Tenn., October 7.—Rev.
South.
It is right beside the pit into which
Mr. W. J. Buckley, of St. Louis,
Mr. Will Hopkins is in from a is dumped the cinders and live coals W. H. Bates, who has been a memwas in the city yesterday paying a drumming trip to Tennessee.
from engines when they come in ber of the Holston Conference of
business visit to Colonel Retlrben
Mrs. E. C. Browne and little son. from off the road. It may be that the M. E. church, South, since FebRowland, and his trip here may mean Clif, returned to their home in Mem- some live coals from the pit Ignited ruary, Ms& died at his home here.
that -his Company will take up the phis last night after a several weeks' the building, and then the fire might He was chaplain of the Eastern
•
(
- CluestiQft of constructing interurban visit to the family of Capt. J. M. have started from the stove kept in- Hospital for the Insane, located. in
electric lima from Paducah to sur- Browne.
side the sand house for warming pur- this city. He was 84 years of age.
"Villa Knox," an opera singer of narounding cities. He represents the
Wis. Charles Hinkle and daughter poses.
tional fame, is his daughter. She was
• gs,(4,..,,,Allas-Chalmars syndicate which is yesterday went to Louisville to visit
The departments responded quick"•Cr' capitalized at $35,000,000 and has Mrs. Harry Weissinger.
present at his death.
ly but the building was about gone
headquarters in Milwaukee.
Montgomery, Ala., October 7—Ref
M. E. If. Covington yesterday re- by the time they got there. The fire
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
He is highly pleased with this city turned front visiting his son Mi. Gus
R. P. Rush, who has been a Methwas a big one and it looked from odist minister in this
mod will mitt tip with his concern the Covington of Mayfield.
state for fifty
YOU GO ELSEWHERE.
down in town as if the huge roundinterurban question.
Mrs. Lloyd Boswell yesterday went house was %ablaze, but the latter was years, died pt Covington, Ga. He was
active service for hall a century and
to 'Fulton to visit before going to in no danger.
•
INN
was the best itnown -minister in AlaHubbard Case Settled.
Mobile, Ala.
bama.
His
fast
charge
was
at
DoMrs., Harrison Watts yesterday
Small Firs.
than. He was 73 years old.
It is understood that there has been went to Charlotte, N:C., to visit.
about
4
o'clock
afternoon
Yesterday
compromised
the peculiar
suit
No*. Henry Burnett, of Louisville,
a spark ignited the roof of the stable
SWITCHMAN KILLED.
, teonght several days ago by Admin- was here yesterday on business.
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 6—Whiir
istrator Felix Rudolph of the J. S
Mr. W. R. Kennedy yesterday went that stands to the rear of Mr. George
FOR YOUR DINNER.
C. Wallace's home on Ninth between coupling cars in the Iron Mountain
(Red) Hubbard estate, against Maud to Hovkinsvilje to visit his family.
small
Madison
steets.
A
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